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EDO STATE GOVERNMENT OF NIGERIA

Celebrate 
Our NATIONAL CHAIRMAN

COMRADE

ADAMS ALIYU 
OSHIOMHOLE

On behalf of the government and 
good people of Edo State, I 

congratulate our former Governor 
and National Chairman of the 

All Progressives Congress (APC) on 
his 67th birthday 

I pray that God grants you many
more years of good health and 
wisdom in the collective task of 

making Nigeria a truly great nation   

SIGNED:

MR. GODWIN NOGHEGHASE OBASEKI 
GOVERNOR, EDO STATE
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hearty�cheers�to�my�
quintessential leader

Comrade Adams Aliyu 

OSHIOMHOLE

My�father,�My�leader,

It�is�my�distinct�pleasure�to�proudly�

celebrate�you�sir�on�this�auspicious�

occasion� of� your� 67th� birthday�

anniversary.

Your�eventful�and�impactful�life�on�

planet�earth�is�a�positive�narrative�of�

an�uncommon� leader�who�stooped�

to�conquer�with�visible�testimonies�

of�mortal�with�midas�touch.

Over�the�years,�you�have�proven�to�

be�an�exceptional�phenomenon�who�

has�made�a�positive�difference�in�my�

political�life,�indeed,�my�family.

As�you�age�gracefully,�may�the�good�

lord�in�his�infinite�mercies,�continue�

to�imbue�you�with�long�life,�robust�

health�and�sound�mind�in�your�quest�

for� selfless� service� to� our� dear�

country,� Nigeria� and� humanity� in�

general.

Many�happy�returns�of�the�days�sir

RT. HON. COMRADE PHILIP SHAIBU
Ag. Governor, Edo State

EACE ANAITH, P D PD F R AN OGITY REUN SS

EDO�STATE�OF�NIGERIA
OFFICE�OF�THE�DEPUTY�GOVERNOR

GOVERNMENT�HOUSE
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Who�is�Adams�Aliyu�Oshiomhole?

Comrade�Adams�Aliyu�Oshiomhole�was�born�on�April�4,�

1952�at�Iyamoh,�near�Auchi�in�Edo�State.�Comrade�Adams�

is�a�Senior�Advocate�of�the�Masses,�consummate�organiser,�

class� fighter,� game� changer,� team� player,� an� inspirer,� a�

father,�the�humorist,�a�good�dancer,�and�a�successful� �(not�

ascribed)� leader.� As� a� globally� acknowledged� trade�

unionist,� Comrade� Adams� Oshiomhole� distinguished� �

himself� as� one� of� the�most� politically� successful� labour�

activist�in�modern�history�comparable�to�Comrade�Lula�Da�

Silva;� former� President� of� Brazil.� He� was� a� two� term�

governor�of�Edo�State�and�now�the�National�Chairman�of�

the�ruling�party�in�Nigeria;�the�All�Progressives�Congress�

(APC)�

His�journey�to�stardom�began�with�a�survival�struggle�after�

his�secondary�education�when�he�traveled�to�Kaduna�State�

in�search�of�greener�pasture.�There,�he�got�a�job�with�the�

Arewa�Textiles�Company;�a�textile�industry�of�Northern�

Nigeria� established� by� the� administration� of� the� Late�

Sadauna�of�Sokoto�and�Premier�of�the�Northern�region;�Sir�

Ahmadu�Bello.�The�textile�company�provided�the�young�

and� dynamic� Adams� opportunity� to� develop� a� lifelong�

career�in�trade�unionism.

He�started�trade�union�activism�at�Arewa�Textiles�and�in�

the� year� 1971,� a� spontaneous� uprising� earned� him� an�

opportunity�to�prove�himself�as�a�union�leader�and�defender�

of�the�oppressed.�Many�of�his�colleagues�somehow�felt�that�

the�young�Adams�could�make�a�difference�because�they�

Comrade Adams Aliyu 

Oshiomhole 
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an�x-ray�of�a�

Class Fighter

found�in�him�a�certain�tenacity�and�purpose�in�the�way�he�

canvassed�the�principles�of�fairness�and�justice�and�the�way�

he�expounded�on�the�need�for�purposeful�and�responsive�

union�power.

Admittedly,�some�of�his�colleagues�considered�the�young�

Adams�a�noise-maker�and�an� idealist,�who�still�does�not�

appreciate�that�the�workplace�is�place�to�earn�a�meal�ticket�

and� not� a� platform� to� change� the�world.�However,�what�

came�across�as�noise�in�Adams�Oshiomhole�was�actually�a�

fierce�rejection�of�injustice�and�an�outstanding�resolve�to�

stand�up� to� it.�The� journey� to�an�eventful�and�successful�

career�in�the�trade�union�movement�had�thus�begun.�In�1975,�

he�left�the�textile�mill�and�became�a�full�time�unionist.�He�

had�found�his�calling�and�identified�the�union�as�an�enduring�

platform�to�fight�injustice�and�oppression.

Comrade�Adams�undoubtedly�stood�out�as�a�progressive�

unionist�who�approximated�idealistic�socialist�worker-led�

struggle�for�an�egalitarian�Nigeria.�It�was�a�bipolar�world�of�

international�socialism�and�capitalism�with�legitimate�battle�

of� ideological� views.� In� the� quest� to� sharpen� his� trade�

unionism� skill� and� capacity,� he� enrolled� for� a� certificate�

course�at�Ruskin�College,�Oxford�in�the�United�Kingdom�

where�he�majored�in�economics�and�industrial�relations.�He�

also�participated�in�programmes�organised�by�the�Michael�

Imoudu�National� Institute� for�Labour�Studies,� Ilorin� and�

attended� the� National� Institute� for� Policy� and� Strategic�

Studies,�Kuru.
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Comrade�Adams�as�a�family�man

Comrade� Adams� was� married� to� late� Mrs.� Clara�

Oshiomhole� and� their� marriage� is� blessed� with� five�

children.�Clara�whom�Adams�met�in�Kaduna�was�a�strong�

pillar�of�support�and�a�great�home�keeper�who�ensured�that�

the� home� front� did� not� suffer� while� Adams� was� busy�

championing� the� struggle� for� workers’� welfare� and�

fighting�for�the�general�well�being�of�the�masses.�Clara�died�

of�cancer,�aged�54�almost�a�decade�ago�and�her�death�was�a�

painful�loss�to�the�Comrade�of�the�Masses�and�the�entire�

labour�movement�in�Nigeria.

In�order�to�still�keep�the�home�front�intact,�Comrade�Adams�

in�May�2015,�five�years�after�the�death�of�his�first�wife,�

remarried�and�wedded�the�beautiful�Lara�Fortes�from�Cape�

Verde�Islands.����

Comrade�Adams�as�a�trade�unionist

He� started� his� trade� union� practice� at� the� shop� floor� in�

Arewa� Textile� Company.� He� was� an� organiser� and�

mobiliser�per�excellence.�His�disdain�for�injustice�led�to�his�

interest� in� trade� unionism.� Adams� Oshiomhole's� world�

view�became�distilled�and�refined�by�his�early�encounters�

with�the�real�world,�especially�the�world�of�work.�In�1969,�

he�got�himself�thrown�out�of�a�factory�because�a�manager�

felt�Adams�was�too�short�and�frail�to�endure�the�reality�of�

factory� labour.� This� firsthand� contact�with� arbitrariness�

and�cruelty�shaped�his�perception�that�justice�and�fairness�

are�not�always�on�display�in�the�world�of�work.�This�was�for�

him�a�great�challenge�even�in�those�early�days.

However,� he� got� a� job� all� the� same� because� another�

manager� in� the� same� factory�was�willing� to� give� him� a�

chance� to� earn� a� livelihood� and� prove� that� he� could� be�

useful.�This�was�for�Adams�a�reward�for�capacity�to�make�

his�case�with�clarity�and�persistence.�From�his�desk�at�the�

design�section�of�the�Arewa�Textile,�he�observed�the�vast�

evidences�of�criminality�perpetrated�by�the�management�

and�its�agents.�The�pay�was�poor;�the�disciplinary�regime�

was�brutal,�authoritarian�and�unsparing,�leaving�no�room�

for�fair�hearing�or�any�hearing�at�all.�Above�all,�the�union�

leaders�were�considered�ineffective,�weak�and�timid�by�the�

workers�who�did�not�get�value�for�their�membership�of�the�

union.�One�word�summed�his�assessment�of�the�situation:�

injustice.�Another�word�summed�up�his�perception�of�what�

is�required�to�make�a�difference:�good�leadership.

He�was�elected�union�secretary�in�1975�in�the�company�and�

later� the�Branch�Chairman.�He� left� the� textile� company�

later� to�pick�appointment�as�a� full� time�organiser�at� the�

National� Union� of� Textile� and� Garment� Workers� of�

Nigeria.�In�1982,�he�was�appointed�the�General�Secretary�

of�the�union;�a�position�he�held�until�his�election�victory�at�

the�National�Delegates�Conference�where�he�got�elected�as�

the� President� of� the�Nigeria�Labour�Congress� {NLC)� in�

1999.�The�capacities�that�he�brought�on�board�transformed�

the�textile�union�fundamentally.�A�union�that�could�not�pay�

staff� salaries� became� in� less� than� a� decade� a� prosperous�

institution.�Under�Adams,�the�union�was�well�managed�and�

eventually� acquired� investments� in� real� estate� and�

generated�a�cash�reserve�that�is�more�than�what�many�state�

governments�could�boast�of.

He� gave� the� union� an� institutional� profile� founded� on�

efficient� departmentalization,� internal� democracy� and� a�

responsible� leadership� culture.� As� a� negotiator,� Adams�

acquired�a�reputation�for�achieving�results,�which�translated�

to�enhanced�fortunes�for�textile�workers.�His�brilliance�as�a�

negotiator�or�grievance-handler�is�founded�on�his�first-class�

capacity�for�articulation.�He�also�has�capacity�for�deep�and�

exceptional�thinking�which�filters�out�from�a�mind�that�he�

has�trained�to�be�methodical�and�organised.�He�is�able�to�

absorb� and� process� complex� and� diverse� details,� which�

underlines�his�problem-solving�skills.

It�was�only�a�matter�of�time�before�he�became�a�major�player�

in�the�politics�of�the�Nigeria�Labour�Congress�(NLC);�an�

um.�He�was�elected�Deputy�National�President�of�the�NLC�

in�1988.�Even�as�a�deputy�president,�he�established�enough�

clout� to� be� the� flag� bearer� of� a� tendency� that� espoused�

independent�and�militant�unionism.�Those�who�opposed�the�

mainstream� politics� of� collaboration� of� the� labour�

movement�rallied�under�Adams�Oshiomhole.

In�the�struggle�for�the�de-annulment�of�the�June�12,�1993�

presidential� election,� the�military� junta�of�General�Sanni�

Abacha�proscribed�the�Nigeria�Labour�Congress�in�1995.�

Consequently,� Adams� Oshiomhole,� Frank� Kokori� and�

others� went� into� the� trenches.� The�movement� became� a�

terrain�of�fierce�contestation�between�the�Abacha's�Regime�

and�comrades�who�believed�that�labour�must�be�rescued�and�

democracy�enthroned.�Adams�Oshiomhole�and�a�few�other�

labour� leaders�with� their� civil� society� collaborators�gave�

leadership�to�the�resistance�to�the�military�at�great�risk�to�

their�lives.�Indeed,�at�some�point,�the�military�government�

enacted� a� decree� with� the� sole� purpose� of� disqualifying�

Comrade�Adams�and�others�from�contesting�for�the�NLC�

Presidency.

This�firsthand�contact�with�arbitrariness�and�
cruelty�shaped�his�perception�that�justice�and�

fairness�are�not�always�on�display�in�the�world�of�work.
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In This Brief Interview With Khalifa Oshiomhole (Fmr SUG President Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma)
 “He asserts that Comrade Adams Oshiomole is a Nationalist truly committed to the people” 

Exponent:�Tell�us�about�the�man�Adams�

Oshiomhole?

Adams� Oshiomhole� is� a� principled� man�

with� � a� lot� of� integrity.� He� is� a� dogged�

fighter� in� the� struggles� to� emancipate� the�

common� man.� He� only� cares� about� the�

services�he�has�to�deliver�to�humanity.�He�is�

deeply�concerned�about�the�development�of�

our�nation�and�if�we�have�more�comrades�

like� him,� Nigeria� will� surely� be� a� better�

p l a c e � f o r � a l l � o f � u s . � . �

Exponent:� Can� you� say� he’s� a� true�

nationalist?

Yes,� a� Nationalist� with� a� difference,� his�

bowel�of�compassion�knows�no�bound.�He�

is� very� passionate� about� Nation� Building�

and�believes�in�repositioning�the�society�as�

a�criteria�for�a�better�Nigeria.

Exponent:� People� say� he� is� rigid� and�

tough,�is�that�correct?�

Yes,�because�he�is�a�very�straight�forward�

person,�who�can�not�be�compromised�to�do�

something� against� his� wish� based� on� my�

relationship�with�him.�He�is�often�hell�bent�

on�achieving�a�common�goal�that�will�be�of�

benefits�to�the�masses.

�

Exponent:� What� is� your� view� about� his�

youth�empowerment�resolve?�The�Youth�as�

they�say�are� the� leaders�of� tomorrow,�and�

when� you� empower� the� youth;� you�

empower� the� nation� because� without�

empowering�the�Youth,�you�can’t�move�the�

Nation�forward.�I�have�heard�him�say�if�we�

don’t� empower� the�Youth,� the� crime� rate�

will� escalate,� so� he� thinks� it� is� wise� to�

engage�the�youth�in�the�various�sectors�just�

as�he�did�as�governor�and�this�was�one�of�his�

own�way�of�delivering�on�his�mandate�to�the�

p e o p l e � o f � t h e � s t a t e . �

Exponent:�Tell�us�one�of�his�legacies�that�

he�will�be�remembered�for�:�For�me�I�have�

more�than�one�legacy�to�mention�Because�

after�Ambrose�Alli’s� tenure� in�Edo�State,�

Adams� Oshiomhole� is� the� only� other�

Governor�to�raise�the�bar�of�governance.�If�

you�compare�the�Ring�Road�of�2008�and�the�

Ring� Road� we� have� today� then� you� will�

understand� the� difference.� � He� touched�

every�aspect�and�sphere�of�Edo�state,�but�for�

me� personally� the� � recent� rating� of� Edo�

University,� Iyamho� as� the� third� best�

university�in�Nigeria�is�one�legacy�that�will�

always� be� remembered� and� I� am� sure�

several�generations�after�us�will�live�to�hear�

the�story�of�the�great�man�from�Iyamho.�

“THE COMRADE OSHIOMHOLE I KNOW”   

With�the�restoration�of�democracy�and�the�return�of�the�NLC,�it�was�time�for�the�movement�to�reward�tenacity,�courage,�

brilliance�and�integrity.�Adams�Oshiomhole�became�president�of�the�NLC�on�January�28,�1999.�It�was�obvious�that�a�

genius�was�on�board�the�leadership�of�the�NLC;�the�largest�labour�centre�in�sub-Saharan�Africa.�He�demonstrated�a�lot�of�

capacities�and�doggedness�in�running�the�affairs�of�the�congress,�making�his�tenure�as�President�the�most�radical�in�the�

history�of�labour�movement�in�Nigeria�apart�from�the�era�of�Comrade�Michael�Imoudu�(labour�leader�number�one).

A�popular�commentator�once�called�him�“Hurricane�Adams”�comparing�him�to�the�velocity�and�power�of�the�hurricane.�At�

other�times,�the�press�tagged�him�“Adamant�Adams”.�More�recently,�he�is�hailed�as�“The�People's�President”�by�the�high�

and�mighty,�in�newspapers,�on�the�campuses,�in�the�streets�and�by�public�officials.�Whatever�the�characterisation,�the�

reference�is�to�the�quality�of�his�resolve�in�the�defense�of�workers�and�the�masses,�and�in�upholding�good�governance,�

democracy�and�public�welfare.

Comrade�Adams�as�a�class�fighter

As�President�of�the�NLC�or�as�the�People's�President,�Adams�Oshiomhole�has�led�massive�civil�protests�and�strikes�against�

arbitrary�increases�in�the�prices�of�petroleum�products.�Through�these�struggles,�Nigerians�have�benefitted�significant�

respites,�including�reversals�in�the�prices�of�petroleum�products.�The�sustained�struggles�led�by�Oshiomhole,�prompted�

President�Obasanjo�to�make�him�the�subject�of�a�nation-wide�Presidential�broadcast�on�October�8,�2004�in�which�an�angry�

Commander-in-Chief�accused�the�labour�leader�of�virtually�constituting�a�parallel�government.

His�leadership�of�the�NLC�secured�significant�salary�increments�for�all�workers�in�the�country�in�May�2000,�including�a�

subsequent�12.5�percent�salary�increase�for�workers�across�board.�Under�his�stewardship,�NLC�became�public�protector�

number�one.�The�Punch�newspaper�declared�him�Man�of�the�Year�in�the�Year�2000,�in�recognition�of�the�immensity�of�his�

contributions�to�popular�struggles.�The�Guardian�and�News�watch�Magazine�also�named�him�Man�of�the�Year�2005.

The� reasons� are� fairly� obvious.�Adams�Oshiomhole� demonstrates� such� a� profound� and� informed� understanding� of�
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of�the�Oshiomhole�phenomenon�is�the�way�it�symbolises�the�

defense� of� human� dignity� and� the� way� it� constructively�

influences�us�all.

Comrade�Adams�as�a�politician

In�April�2007,�Adams�Oshiomhole�ran�for�Governor�of�Edo�

State� under� the� Action� Congress� Party,� with� which� his�

Labour�Party�had�entered�a�strategic�alliance.�Oserheimen�

Osunbor� of� the� People's� Democratic� Party� (PDP)� was�

declared�the�winner.�However,�the�Action�Congress�Party�

contested�the�election�on�the�basis�of�various�irregularities.�

On�20�March�2008,�an�Edo�State�election�tribunal�nullified�

the� election� of� Oserheimen� Osunbor� and� declared�

Oshiomhole�the�winner.�On�11�November�2008,�a�Federal�

Court�of�Appeal�sitting�in�Benin�City�upheld�the�ruling�of�

the�state's�elections�petitions�tribunal,�declaring�Oshiomole�

the� Governor� of� Edo� State.� The� decision� was� based� on�

several� voting� irregularities.� In� the� year� 2012,� Adams�

Oshiomhole� re-contested� for� the� same� position� and�was�

reelected�for�a�second�term�as�the�Governor�of�Edo�State.�

He�is�currently�the�National�Chairman�of�the�ruling�party,�

the�All�Progressives�Party�(APC)�who�after�assumption�of�

office�led�his�party�to�victory�in�the�gubernatorial�elections�

in� Ekiti� and� Osun� States� respectively.� He� recorded� a�

landmark�achievement�recently�with�his�party's�outstanding�

performances� in� the� Presidential,� National� Assembly,�

Gubernatorial� and� State� Houses� of� Assembly� elections�

across�the�country.

Happy�Birthday�to�a�consummate�orginiser,�game�changer,�

iconic�class�fighter�and�revolutionary;�wish�you�many�more�

fruitful�years�ahead.

Viva�Comrade�Adams�Oshiomhole�@�67!�
Viva�to�a�revolutionary!!�
Viva�to�a�class�fighter!!!

�
Solidarity�forever!!!!

Nigerians�listen�to�Oshiomhole�

when�he�speaks�and�Nigerians�follow�him

�whenever�and�wherever�he�has�marched

democracy� and� governance.� His� comments� and�writings�

show� a� deep� understanding� of� the� Nigerian� condition,�

especially� the� acute� deficits� of� humane,� purposeful� and�

progressive�leadership.

A� major� contribution� of� Adams� Oshiomhole� to� the�

democratic�development�of�Nigeria�is�in�giving�leadership� �

a�culture�of�radical�and�critical�citizenship,�a�citizenship�that�

can�question�its�leadership,�demand�good�policies�and�insist�

that�public�welfare�must�be�the�basis�of�governance.�This�

critical�and�militant�citizenship�has�been�on�display�several�

times� defying� traditional� regional,� ethnic� and� other�

primordial�divides.�

Adams� Oshiomhole� is� at� the� head� of� a� truly� people's�

movement,� not� a� movement� of� Southern� or� Northern�

people,� but� a� truly� Pan-Nigerian� movement.� Therefore,�

Oshiomhole's� leadership� of� labour� has� been� a� nationally�

unifying� factor� in� its� effect.� Herein� lays� one� of�

Oshiomhole's� most� profound� contributions� to� national�

progress.�In�this�process,�Adam�Oshiomhole�has�come�to�

exemplify�the�notion�of�the�common�good.�Because�of�this,�

Nigerians� listen� to� Oshiomhole� when� he� speaks� and�

Nigerians� follow� him� whenever� and� wherever� he� has�

marched.� Never� in� Nigeria's� history� has� any� leader�

commanded� such� level� of� public� trust� and� wide�

followership�cutting�across�all�barriers�and�so�consistently.

But�his�most�significant�contribution�is�in�teaching�Nigeria�

and� Nigerians� the� need� to� stand� up� to� constructive� and�

positive�values,�stand�up�to�defend�public�welfare,�the�rule�

of� law� and� good� governance.� The� culture� of� protest� has�

grown�as�we�can�all�see�a�testimony�to�how�much�of�our�

dignity�we�have�come�to�appreciate�under�the�inspiration�of�

the�People's�President.�Nigerians�now�increasingly�see�the�

value�of�combining�and�acting�together�for�their�good.�This�

culture� of� organised� protest� is� today� the� real� tonic� that�

democracy� needs;� it� is� the� vehicle� for� asserting� human�

dignity� and� for� seeking� a� better� deal� in� all� things.� This�

culture�was�on�display�when�Senators�went�on�strike�in�early�

2005�to�protest�a�ministerial�insult;�it�was�on�display�when�

lawyers� boycotted� the� courts;� it� is� on� display�when� any�

Nigerian�decides�to�assert�his�or�her�dignity.�The�net�benefit�
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Happy birthday Mr. Chairman.

Honor to 
whom it is due...

On behalf of myself and the entire APC Senators,  

I use this medium to thank God specially for your life, 

you will continue to wax stronger, 

grow in good health and remain fearless.

Happy 67th birthday to a Democratic Guru, 

a leader exponential and a Rhapsody of

Political Testimonies.
SENATOR�AHMED�LAWAN�CON

Senate�Majority�Leader�
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In Nigeria, such body is referred to as Independent 

Electoral Commission (INEC). If  that body is truly 

independent is a topic for debate which this expose isn't 

meant to explore. 

For a while now, INEC in Nigeria has been headed by 

thorough bred academicians and such has been the 

belief  that Academicians are noble people, who have a 

name, integrity and are expected to live above board in 

sustaining equity, fairness, standard and not easily 

compromised. They are seen as a mirror and hence is 

expected to radiate justice. 

Year in and out, There has been divergent opinions as to 

whether the INEC has gotten better or fallen in laid 

standard. For whatever side of  the argument one takes, 

each might be justified but not unfounded is the fact that 

the standard has to be improved. . Following years of  

almost completely closed political space ,Nigeria's 

government continues to institute an important series 

of  reforms. The appointment of  highly respected – and 

crucially, independent – new elections returning 

officers is another step in the right direction.

The INEC  like many of  Nigeria's supposedly 

independent institutions has been regularly criticized 

for being controlled by the ruling party and political 

interference in party and candidate registration has 

been a long-standing problem.

he complexity and specialist skills 

Tnecessary for electoral management 

require that an institution or institutions 

be responsible for electoral activities. Such bodies 

have a variety of  shapes and sizes, with a wide 

range of  titles to match, such as Election 

Commission, Department of  Elections, Electoral 

Council, Election Unit or Electoral Board. The 

term electoral management body (EMB) has been 

coined to refer to the body or bodies responsible 

for electoral management, regardless of  the wider 

institutional framework in place.

An EMB is an organization or body that has the 

sole purpose of, and is legally responsible for, 

managing some or all of  the elements that are 

essential for the conduct of  elections and direct 

democracy instruments—such as referendums, 

citizens' initiatives and recall votes—if  those are 

part of  the legal framework. These essential (or 

core) elements include:

i. determining who is eligible to vote;

ii. receiving and validating the nominations of  

electoral participants (for elections, political 

parties and/or candidates);

iii. conducting polling;

iv. counting the votes; and

v. tabulating the votes.

Uplifting the Standard of Nigeria's election; 

INEC AND ELECTORAL ACCOUNTABILITY
By:�Comrade�Akindele�Olufemi�Lawson�
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Nigeria faces enormous challenges. The last two  

months of  election have seen a rise in violence and 

ethnic tensions in many parts of  the country, 

contributing to the displacement of  some people  from 

their homes between January and June. This is 

compounded by a growing breakdown in law and order 

and increasing flows of  firearms. 

Creating an environment where Nigerians have faith in 

the electoral process and in institutions like the electoral 

body  is critical but seems inachievable with allegations 

of  bribery and monetary influence and some of  it as 

confirmed by the court and those found wanting jailed.

Whether much needed reforms to electoral laws will be 

made and INEC will be given the tools to create a more 

inclusive elections system will be another test of  the 

government's true commitment to reform.

Talking about electoral accountability, we must begin to 

analyze the position of  our elections today, in relation to 

where we were, as a country, some years back. While we 

may not be focusing yet on the just concluded 2019 

general elections, we can from the following reminder 

of  event, access how far INEC has gone and the gains so 

far made in its effort at promoting electoral 

accountability.

Now let us consider this: On 14th April 2007; at the 

INEC State Collation Centre Asaba, Delta state. There 

was apprehension in the Hall. Field reports that were 

trickling in showed that the then DPP candidate, Great 

Ogboru was giving the PDP's candidate, Dr Emmanuel 

Uduaghan a run for his money. A shot a glance at the 

PDP's Chief  Returning Officer, Patrick Okowa, showed 

anguish written all over his mien. Then the NTA's live 

broadcast of  the INEC National Situation Room came 

up. The Chairman, Prof. Maurice Iwu was about to 

announce some results. For those at the INEC Centre in 

Asaba, they were non-committal about the appearance 

for it is known that elections were still taking place in a 

few areas in Delta and that just a few results that were 

yet to be sorted had been brought to the collation centre. 

However, the audience watched.

“The results of  the Delta Gubernatorial elections are as 

follows…The PDP candidate Dr Emmanuel Uduaghan is 

returned as the winner of  the elections”. At first, silence 

pervaded all over the hall, then Okowa erupted into wild 

jubilation, screaming “POWER, POWER, POWER, 

POWER”. There was no further need to wait behind for 

the results to come in, INEC under Iwu had 

manufactured results and announced a winner. That 

atrocious rape of  democracy lasted for three years before 

the Supreme Court upturned it and ordered another 

election. Resources that could have been used for other 

purposes were then poured into an unnecessary exercise. 

This article seeks to answer pertinent questions such as, 

Can what happened in Delta State happen again? Put 

succinctly, Can INEC today rig elections? To answer, let 

me attempt to deconstruct election rigging patterns over 

time in Nigeria through a historical detour.

Under the military era in 1999, the crude manipulation 

of  election results that later became the norm is mainly 

absent. The General Abdulsalami Abubakar regime 

used its powers to influence the primaries of  the PDP 

which was the party that had the backing of  the junta. 

The general elections were primarily left to the 

electorates and politicians to determine.

Let me not twist history, that election was not anywhere 

close to what we can call an ideal election, given the 

many infractions of  ballot box stuffing and collusion of  

officials with politicians to allow the stuffing go 

unimpeded. However, the Justice Akpata INEC had the 

support of  the military and was able to maintain some 

peace thereby allowing us to see flashes of  people-power 

taking place at the polls in some States. For instance, 

what one could call an electoral revolution took place in 

Sokoto state.

The PDP had swept virtually all the Local Governments 

and most of  the National Assembly seats in the first 

elections. Anybody that was somebody in Sokoto was 

behind the PDP. The election was expected to be a 

coronation for Yabo, the PDP's candidate, when against 

all expectations APP's Bafarawa won. This victory was a 

reward for hard work for Bafarawa's door to door 

campaign & the ingenuity of  his man Friday, Alh. 

Umaru Kwabo, one of  the only known supporters that 

aligned with him.

Kebbi State was another example. The PDP had also 

swept all the Local Governments & most of  the NASS 

seats. However, the military's unwise decision to replace 

late Alh. Abubakar Koko, the winner of  the PDP 

Under the military era in 1999, 
the crude manipulation of  
election results that later 

became the norm is mainly absent.
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primaries with late Bello Khaliel, was disastrous. Two 

days before the elections, Koko aligned with one of  his 

godsons who was the flag bearer of  the APP and 

ordered his supporters to “eat corn”. Adamu Aliero 

emerged governor. In the South West, the AD won in-

spite of  the efforts of  the military. These instances show 

that although the elections were structured to achieve 

the desired outcome for the military, the people still had 

some say in what happened at the polls in some States.

Following the return to the barracks of  the military, any 

discipline and restraint that the jackboot approach of  

the military could have imposed on the polity were lost. 

By 2003, some of  the most brazen and utterly disgusting 

r i g g i n g  p a t t e r n s  w e r e  

unleashed on the polity. This 

reign was supervised by that 

Edo born intellectual, Dr Abel 

G u o b a d i a .  B a l l o t  b ox  

snatching and s tuf f ing,  

a l l o c a t i o n  o f  v o t e s ,  

in t imidat ion  of  voters,  

violence, you name the 

electoral infraction, and it was 

committed in the 2003 

elections. The PDP 'swept' the 

South West bar Lagos.

The audacity with which that 

e lec tora l  impuni ty  was  

supervised gave rise to the calls 

for the reforms of  the electoral 

system. President Obasanjo 

was unimpressed. He had 

conquered the country. The 

accusations against him of  lacking “home support” had 

been reversed. By 2005, Baba replaced Guobadia with 

the infamous Prof  Morris Iwu who not only continued 

with the tradition of  crude manipulation of  elections 

but took it a notch higher. Such was the decadence and 

lack of  credibility of  elections conducted by the INEC 

under Iwu that Yar'Adua, the winner of  the 2007 

presidential election conducted by him, openly 

questioned the integrity of  his election in his 

inauguration speech and vowed to do something about 

it.

He set up the Justice Uwais Committee which made far-

reaching recommendations on electoral reforms. 

Yar'Adua could not implement these recommendations 

before death took this patriotic Nigerian away from us.

Not long after,  INEC again got another Chairman, a 

University teacher and former leader of  the Academic 

Staff  Union of  Universities, ASUU, Professor Attahiru 

Jega. His appointment was the culmination of  a long 

process of  seeking that one credible Nigerian who could 

undo the years of  electoral systems and process 

mismanagement. Everyone agreed that his choice was 

spot-on. He conducted the 2011 elections which Dr 

Goodluck Jonathan won but was challenged by the 

opposition candidate, General Muhammadu Buhari. 

Although that election was not perfect, it was agreed that 

the results reflected the will of  voters at the polls. Sources 

had told me that one of  the reasons Mike Ahamba(SAN) 

fell out with Buhari was the former's insistence that the 

latter should not continue 

with seeking legal redress 

since results available to 

them showed that they lost 

that election. The elections 

had its problems.

There was evidence of  over-

voting and ballot box 

snatching and all, but the 

Supreme Court still held 

that the elections complied 

substantially with the 

Electoral  Act .  While  

e v e r y o n e  w a s  s t i l l  

contemplating what else 

could be done to improve 

the quality of  elections in 

Nigeria, Jega came up with 

technology as a solution to 

many of  the identified 

problems in election management. Enter the Smart Card 

Reading Machines, Permanent Voters Card and 

Electronic Data Capture of  voters. These innovations 

got the full backing of  President Jonathan and paved the 

way for the electoral revolution that would soon follow.

First, with the electronic capture or accreditation, the era 

of  temporary registration of  voters was eradicated. 

Before now, for every election cycle, INEC would carry 

out voters registrations and issue paper voters cards. This 

process made room for manipulation of  the system. For 

instance, what one could call a 'miracle' happened in 

Rivers State in 2003. The Registered Voters for that 

election was 2,272,238. In a yet to be beaten National 

Record, 95.5% of  registered voters, i.e. 2,171,215 came 

out to vote, and 92.7% ( 2,003,521) voted for PDP's 

Obasanjo; 42,346 or 2% voted for APP's Buhari. 
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Against the backdrop that the national average for 

election turn-out has never exceeded 55%, what we had 

in Rivers was 'miraculous'. That was possible because it 

was easy to collude with officials and allocate numbers 

to parties.

The innovation introduced by Jega would take care of  

that. With the call for voters registration, politicians, 

sticking true to type started their manipulations. They 

populated the register with fake names, underage voters, 

aliens(to mention but a few), and padded the Voters 

Register to prove to themselves that they had the 

numbers to win elections. Unbeknownst to them was 

the fact that, the new technology, which was compiling 

biometric information was going to make sure that it 

was not business as usual.

First, the personal collections of  PVCs ensured that 

many who had falsely registered could not come along 

to pick up their cards. This strategy perhaps accounts for 

the seven million uncollected PVCs. In Bayelsa for 

example, cases of  pictures source from Almanacs were 

found. The number was close to about 40,000. The 

computers found them and automatically deleted them 

from the system. In Anambra, over 600,000 names had 

to be de-listed. However, the most crucial aspect of  the 

PVC and Smart card reader introduction was the ability 

to precisely determine the actual number of  voters that 

appear on the day of  elections.

So, after accreditation, there was no way any official 

would share unaccredited votes to parties which were 

usually the norm. In many places before now, once the 

voters that had turned up to vote were determined, 

politicians, through their agents pay the Electoral 

Officers to allocate the registered voters as documented 

in the register to them. Any party with more money and 

influence in a polling unit grabs it, that is why you hear 

statements like “I delivered my ward”. This feature was 

a decisive blow for election riggers.

Let us now go to the meat of  the matter. Before I answer 

the central question of  this piece, let me first delve into 

how the 2015 elections were won using figures from a 

few States. This analysis is essential to answer the 

rigging question.

By the end of  voting in the presidential elections on 

March 28, 2015, it was apparent to experts on elections 

that something unprecedented was about to happen. 

Observers were reporting numbers that were 

unbelievable.

THE NUMBERS:

Total Registered voters: 67,422,005

Total accreditation: 31,746,490

Total votes cast: 29,432,083

Total Valid votes: 28,587,564

Total rejected votes: 844,519

Total polling units 98,489

Full Biometric Authentication: 10,266,139

Card Only Authentication: 13,377,340

Percentage Success Full Biometric: 43

The percentage failed Card only Biometric: 57

Now, look closely at these numbers. I attempt to analyse 

them with more numbers. You shall see how Jonathan 

lost, why Buhari won, and how the South East made 

Buhari President by default. The numbers will also help 

unravel what went wrong with the elections under Jega 

and what Prof  Mahmood has done about it. The essence 

of  this full disclosure is to foreground my insistence that 

elections are getting better under Mahmood and that 

2019 will be very credible from the side of  the Elections 

Management Body, I cannot vouch for security agencies 

or politicians given the current scourge of  vote buying. I 

will return to this.

By the end of  the elections, the APC's candidate won 

with the following votes:

Buhari APC ……………..……15,424,921

Jonathan PDP…………………12,853,162

The margin of  lead was……….2,571,759

If  you take closer scrutiny at the numbers, the first thing 

to jump at you is the fact that there is a massive difference 

in the total number of  votes cast and the total number of  

full and partial accreditation.

For emphasis:

Total votes cast……………29,432,083

Total full and partial………23,643,479

The difference is: 5,788,604

If  you remove invalid votes from the number, you get 

4,944,085.
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The significance of  this number is that almost 5 million 

persons participated in the elections without going 

through full or partial Biometric Accreditation. They 

were captured using incidence forms. Why is this 

important? The reality of  the 2015 election was that it 

pitched sections of  the country against each other. So, 

while the South East and South South Voted 

overwhelmingly for the PDP, the North East & North 

West stuck with the APC. The N/Central & S/West was 

not as defining as these places. Let us take a look at four 

States of  Kano, Katsina, Rivers, & Akwa Ibom, States 

that usually churn out huge numbers before the arrival 

of  technology.

In Kano, although there were 4,993,471 accredited 

voters in the State, a total number of  4,426,661 PVCs 

were distributed. On Election Day, 2,364,434 voters 

were accredited. However, out of  this number, only 

288,644 had Full Biometric Accreditation(FBA).

FBA means that, they were present, the card reader 

identified their PVCs as genuine, then a “handshake” 

between the card reader and voter and PVC is 

consummated with the voter's fingerprint, meaning that 

there is not a shred of  doubt that the individual is the 

owner of  the card and is eligible to vote. On the same 

day, in Kano, 1,358,537 voters were accredited partially 

(PBA). Meaning that only their PVCs was 

authenticated, their fingerprints could not be read. This 

brings the sum of  FBA and PBA to 1,647,181. 

Therefore, a whopping 717,253 voters were allowed to 

vote without FBA or PBA. These persons were captured 

with incidence forms. These are part of  that 5 million.

LET'S GO TO KATSINA:

     Total registered…………..2,842,678

     PVC collected……………2,656,466

     Total accredited…………..1,578,646

     FBA ………………………..398,843

     PBA………………………1,045,994

     FBA + PBA = 1,44,837

133,809 voters were captured with incidence forms.

RIVERS

     Registered voters…….…….2,538,535

     PVC distribution…….……..1,468,020

     Total accredited………….…1,643,409

     FBA………………………..….152,975

     PBA……………………….….158,844

     FBA+PBA = 311,819

1,331,590 persons voted in Rivers state without 

accreditation but with incidence forms. These were part 

of  the 5 million.

AKWA IBOM

      Registered voters…………1,717,766

      PVCs distribution…………1,596,471

      Total accredited……………1,074,070

      FBA………………………….234,141

      PBA………………………….288,755

      PBA + FBA = 522,896

A total of  1,194,870 persons voted in Akwa Ibom with 

incidence forms. Part of  the 5 million.

This anomaly was the case in every state. Mostly from 

the South. So, the notion in many places, mainly from 

the South that votes were pumped up in the North may 

not be the total picture. The manifestations were more in 

the South than it was in the North.

Consider this: if  Kano had unleashed its registered 

voters' population on Election Day, there would have 

been over 4 million voters ready to thumb print with no 

one to stop them. So, why did Buhari still win even with 

such a high number of  non-Biometric accreditation in 

the South?

The answer is simple: The South East refused to turn up 

for Jonathan. They handed victory to Buhari. Let's carry 

out a summary analysis of  the five States in the South 

East, but we shall highlight Abia as a metaphor of  the 

widespread apathy in the South East on Election Day.

ABIA

     Reg voters…………1,396,166

     PVCs collected…….1,192,268

    Total accredited………442,538

    FBA…………………..218,599

    PBA ………………….102,401

    FBA+PBA = 320,000

Incident forms =122,538
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The total voting capacity of  the South East, using only 

those that collected PVCs as a reference as at 2015 was 

6,692,752.  How many came out to vote? 

3,060,093.Only 46% of  voters in the S/East turned out 

to vote. The number from Jonathan's home state of  

Bayelsa was even more ridiculous.

Out of  the 605, 637 Registered voters, only 384,789 

came out to support their son. I have deliberately 

refrained from using registered voters in most of  this 

analysis because I am aware of  the shenanigans of  

politicians during registration. I have already 

highlighted how they pumped up the register but how do 

you explain the refusal of  those who collected 

their PVCs to vote?

The unusually high number of  

incidence forms was the subject 

of  litigation in the various 

tribunals. To ensure that 

v o t e s  c o u n t e d ,  t h e  

Mahmood INEC decided 

to do two things: first, it 

included the use of  card 

readers and technology as a 

w h o l e  i n  t h e  l e g a l  

framework and then the very 

bold move of  outlawing 

incidence forms in the elections.

What is the implication of  these 

moves? Only voters who accomplish the 

hybrid of  the card reader and PVC verification will be 

allowed to vote. The election is to be suspended until the 

next day anywhere card readers do not work, to enable 

the INEC to rectify or bring back up machines. This was 

the major failing of  the Jega INEC which made the 

courts to cancel an unprecedented number of  the 2015 

elections thereby casting a massive dent on the 

credibility of  that effort.

The bold move has started yielding dividends. It has 

become not only unattractive to snatch and stuff  ballot 

boxes since that is irrelevant, but now, politicians can no 

longer share votes to themselves. This is the reason why 

votes buying has become the latest resort of  politicians.

To directly answer the question, can INEC rig elections? 

An emphatic NO. With these innovations, the role of  

the Election Management Body is diminishing. There is 

virtually nothing an INEC official can do for anyone 

anymore. Politicians have realised this and have shifted 

the gear to the public who, unfortunately, are colluding 

with them and of  course security agencies to 

compromise the years of  reforms in the INEC that has 

started to pay a dividend.

The Professor Mahmood Yakub reform was put to the 

test in Ekiti where only one incident form was used, and 

that was to accommodate the PDP candidate whose 

Biometric could not be read on Election Day. For this to 

happen, an express approval was sort and received from 

the Headquarters. It will not happen again. The best bet 

for politicians is to campaign hard and sell themselves to 

voters.

Prof  Mahmood 's personal integrity itself  is another 

reason not to have any doubts. I have shared on 

previous articles how this paved the way 

for credible elections in Bayelsa, 

Anambra and many other places. At 

one time, the then APC chairman, 

Oyegun, accused him of  being a 

mole of  the PDP and the PDP 

accused him of  working for the 

APC.

This is a good sign. It merely 

means that Mahmood is for 

nobody ( apologies to Baba). So, 

let sceptics grab their PVCs, listen 

to political actors and feel free to 

vote for anyone, knowing very well 

that no manipulation from the EMB is 

possible. Except they had decided to sell 

their votes which is a different matter.

In conclusion, uplifting the standard of  our elections, 

will never be achievable, if  we keep believing that it is the 

sole responsibility of  INEC, to make such possible. 

Every stakeholder within the electoral chain, must 

perform its expected responsibility to the fullest. This 

will automatically erode the impression that some INEC 

personnel somewhere are 'Alpha and Omega' who could 

always determine the outcome of  our elections, 

irrespective of  the people's choice.

To be continued.........
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Felicitation

I rejoice with you today 
as a special day in the history 
of your journey through life, 

you are an ebullient, 
prolific and highly spirited leader. 

I pray for long life,  
Gods continuous protection 
and guardians in strong health 
and uncompromising wisdom.

Happy Birthday Sir

Hon.�Femi�Gbajabiamila
Majority�Leader,�Federal�House�of�Representatives�
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T
he quest for an ideal system has been highly 
ubiquitous among front line activists and top 
politicians with notch for a workable system, 

where peace, absolute security and tranquility can 
traverse from South to North and East to West, for 
collective good of  the people. In epistemology, an ideal 
system doesn't just surface out of  oblivion with a bang, 
most time, an ideal system either surface, through 
resounding determination by the power brokers to 
instill discipline in the 
s o c i e t y,  u n d e r t a k e  
g o v e r n a n c e  w i t h  
diligence and ensure all 
agencies of  government 
undertake their duties 
w i t h  a l l  s e n s e  o f  
responsibility or through 
social revolutions.

The susceptible stimuli 
for eradication of  heinous 
c r i m e s  f r o m  o u r  
geographical space are to 
firstly identify the black spots by relevant security 
outfits and secondly to conduct thorough security risk 
assessment. Day in, day out, the criminals involved in 
thuggery, brigandage, kidnaping, blackmails and other 
heinous crimes have devised means to step above 
conventional policing in a manner that depicts loss of  
intelligence gathering and will power to prevent and 
abate crimes from the societies.

President Muhammadu Buhari no longer has any 
excuse for the laxity of  security agencies to restore 
sanity into the Nigeria System especially curbing 
criminalities from the society. It's time for the Mr. 
President, his appointees, handlers, allies, think tank 
and every influential Nigerians with close touch with 
the President to come to the realization of  the 
indisputable fact that, continuity of  palpable tensions 
in homes, offices, streets, villages, towns and cities as a 
result of  havoc been wrecked on people by criminals, 
amount to irremovable stains on the Presidency. 
Imagine the FCT and neighbouring States of  
Nasarawa, Kaduna, Plateau and notable parts of  Kogi 
ridden with criminalities and criminal hideouts, these 

BURDEN OF CONTINUITY – 

TAMING THE VILLAINS
are domains close to Headquarters of  all Security 
Agencies where reports of  crimes easily gets to the 
hearing of  Security Chiefs, not to talk of  other States 
of  the Federation. Abductors kidnap people from their 
rooms, from their cars and through public 
transportation, despite the state of  technology 
available to track perpetrators of  these crimes, it's a 
messy situation and Mr President must declare 
emergency on security.

The age long concept that; 
l o n g e v i t y  p r o v i d e s  
opportunity to advance a 
good cause is the best way 
to describe the reelection 
o f  P r e s i d e n t  
Muhammadu Buhari for a 
second term of  office, 
under  a  democra t ic  
sett ing,  in a record 
breaking grand style that 
signifies a departure from 
previous trend where 
f o r e i g n  p o w e r s  

surreptitiously foist leadership on Nigeria. Though 
debatable, sufficient records indicates external 
influence in every change of  leadership since 1957, 
where foiled attempts were repackaged for emergency 
exit, the President's think tank must return to the 
drawing board to ensure immediate stability of  the 
system and command respect of  majority of  
Nigerians, the people must be well fused into “Nigeria 
Project” and every sponsor of  nefarious act against the 
stability of  the government must be properly 
checkmated.

The result of  the last Presidential Election is best 
described as the struggle for the soul of  Nigeria, the 
people nearly handcuffed themselves, by the attempt 

Abductors kidnap people from 
their rooms, from their cars and 
through public transportation, 

despite the state of  technology available 
to track perpetrators of  these crimes
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to give unmerited chances to their defeated captors to 
regain prominence in the political landscape. For 
steady 16 years, the fortune of  Nigeria declined to the 
ignoble order of  economic recession and austerity, 
venomous violations of  rights of  the people to 
qualitative education, essential health services, intense 
security of  lives and properties, functional housing 
system and steady power generation. Assuming the 
President doesn't command  mighty political 
followership in the North and West, determined 
patriots from South and East, the major conspirators 
would have succeeded with their full capitalism 
induced mentality to impoverish, the downtrodden 
further – this would have led to pestilence in Nigeria.

The application of  cognitive psychology in solving of  
human and social predicaments is well captured by 
Isaac Prilleltensky of  University of  Manitoba when he 
stated that; the place of  prominence enjoyed by 
cognitivism in psychology requires that we examine its 
ideological, social and political repercussions due to 
the primacy attached to the mind and the individual 
agents in cognitive psychology, in the best Cartesian 
tradition, tends to reinforce the need to adjust 
intrapsychic, as opposed to societal structures in the 
remediation of  personal and social problems. 
Examples to support this argument are drawn from the 
areas of  cognitive theory, research, education and 
therapy.

The last has surely not been heard of  the power 
struggles, those foreign powers and their local 
collaborators are likely to sponsor instability in the 
system, there are strong indications that tamed terrors 
will resurface in different forms except the President 
spark up radical reformations and rejig security 
apparatuses to prevent looming dangers. The dark 
cloud is forming already, it took extra vigilance to 
forestall complete breakdown of  law and order during 
the election, will the security agencies display such 
level of  patriotism and diplomacy in handling other 
heinous crimes staring us right now or allow villains to 
spread their villainous tendencies to the minds of  
average Nigerians? This is a poser begging for attention 
of  the power brokers.

In Nigeria, the challenges are enormous, the critical 
problems are highly overwhelming to a degree where 
the maxim; when the going gets tough, only the tough 
get going comes to fruition in ameliorating the sordid 
state of  affairs of  the downtrodden through hanker. 
That the Constitution separates government power to 

avoid crookedness by the Executive was done in good 
spirit, but a situation where the legislative and judiciary 
heads will not live to their true responsibilities, the 
mindset of  people towards self-inclination alone 
creates selfishness and greed, suppression of  the will of  
others in the society.

Recently, when President Muhammadu Buhari 
announced an upward review of  the Salaries of  Police 
Officers, Nigerians expressed happiness, hoping it will 
lead to motivation to prevent and combat crimes 
genuinely as the preponderance of  crime is the greatest 
malady foisting the state of  insecurity on communities. 
Over three months after the pronouncement, the police 
are yet to receive the reviewed salary, this equally have 
an advantage going by application of  cognitive 
psychology as explained above. The intimidating 
profile of  the Inspector General of  Police – 
Mohammad Abubakar Adamu is enough to repose the 
confidence of  the ordinary Nigerian in the credibility 
of  the Nigeria Police but the radical reformations of  the 
Nigeria Police Force expected under his leadership has 
remained mere hallucination.

For every political contest, there must be a winner. 
Oftentimes, the notion; no victor, no vanquished comes 
to play where motives for contests are premised on the 
interest of  the people. Contests in Nigeria is best 
described in the details of  Combat Pragmatist, each 
party want to win and paltry few exhibits fairness in 
contests. The villains don't have regard for rules of  
engagement, achieving their aim is the only rule that 
propel their actions, without taming the villains in our 
societies, Nigeria will not remain a place of  honour and 
goodness.

thWars and conflict in the 20  century was as a result of  
communism, in the real sense of  it, China, Cuba and 
North Korea still stake their claims in communism till 
date. These Countries maintain lead in crime 
prevention across the globe; criminals are law breakers 
rarely escape punishments in China, Cuba and North 
Korea, as offences treated with kid gloves in other 

without taming the villains
 in our societies, Nigeria will not 

remain a place of  
honour and goodness
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countries are treated as capital offences which often 
attracts death penalty or permanent incarcerations, yet 
none of  them is among the G8 Countries. The citizens 
must cooperate with the government for attainment of  
tranquility and progress, though intertwined; citizen's 
rights must firstly be protected in accordance with 
national interest to receive unalloyed cooperation of  
the lawful citizens.

Beyond political party lines, the pristine essence of  
government over the people in a democratic setting 
must be sacrosanct at every point in time. It is the 
responsibility of  government to firstly tailor the minds 
of  the populace towards positive conducts and good 
judgments – that's the import 
of  ideological education. Is 
Niger ia  an ideological  
Country? That question is 
obviously rhetorical. We 
operate a mixed system of  
economy, both capitalism 
a n d  s o c i a l i s m  a r e  
haphazardly operational – a 
source of  social political 
oppression and clandestine 
weaksauce weakness.

Russia was the last Country 
that joined the G8 in 1997 and has already withdrawn 
from the forum, returning it to G7, namely; Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom and 
United States. According to Statistics, over 46% of  the 
world's nominal GDP belong to these nations with 
about 58% of  the world's total wealth at about $317 
trillion. This forum dictates world economy and 
attempt to control other countries through different 
scheming. The United States and France are two 
Countries of  note with strongholds over notable 
African Countries.

Visionary Countries pursue economic viabilities and 
national security, but the appellation, Giant of Africa 
seems a shackle that limited the scope of  higher 
attainment by Nigeria. Instead of  advancing to the 
league of  industrialized nations, high powered 
corruption and poor policies ruined the path towards 
higher accomplishments, rather, most industries 
became moribund and the once producer of  several 
home grown products suddenly rely on importations 
and turned to a dumping ground.

The oddity in the mixed system of  economy already 
paved ways for servitude among the downtrodden, the 

abundant natural resources have become nemesis, and 
this must be a mystery. Most people are anxious of  
sudden wealth, just to take care of  responsibilities, a 
pathetic situation that impugned against patience and 
expand pestilence of  criminalities. According to 
William Parley in the principles of  moral and political 
philosophy, the second rule of  prudence recommended 
to those who conduct the affairs of  nation is never to 
pursue national honour as distinct from national 
interest.

The state of  the nation must be properly evaluated, 
going forward and departing from wrong lanes – 
insecurity, poverty, corruption, nepotism and bigotry. 

Weighing the options 
available for government, 
it's time to close rank 
along party lines. In the 
spirit of  unity among 
Nigerians, as recently 
urged by the European 
U n i o n  i n  t h e  
congratulatory message 
t o  P r e s i d e n t  
Muhammadu Buhari 
over his second term 
election victory, taming 
the villains promoting, 

sponsoring and committing crimes is a panacea for 
national unity. 

Placing the second rule of  prudence into play in the 
polity of  Nigeria, national security implies national 
interest and any action capable of  impoverishing the 
people, undermine their good interest or sabotaging 
government from high powered performance in the 
best interest of  the people should be gazette as crime 
against national interest. Different Countries have 
different social, economic and political philosophy; 
critical evaluation of  the variables, gives account to the 
strength of  the economy and state of  welfare of  citizens 
of  different Countries.

The world is merely adjudged global in terms of  
expression on account of  trade and exchange, the 

It is the responsibility of  
government to firstly tailor the 
minds of  the populace towards

 positive conducts and
 good judgments 
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sovereignty of  each nation permits nations to govern 
themselves without direct foreign interference, except 
for cases of  complete shutdown of  peace and 
tranquility where foreign missions can intervene. In 
furtherance to the second rule of  prudence; the rule 
acknowledges that it is often necessary to assert the 
honour of  a nation for the sake of  its interest. The spirit 
and courage of  the people are supported by flattering 
their pride. But when points of  honour become subject 
of  contention, they should be estimated with a 
reference to utility and not by themselves. 

According to William Parley; the pursuit of  honour, 
without prudence, becomes in Kings a wild and 
romantic passion. The pursuit of  interest, on the other 
hand, is a sober principle and when regulated by the 
universal maxim of  relative justice, is the right 
principle for nations to proceed by.  It's high time for 
President Muhammadu Buhari to assert his authority 
as the Leader of  Nigeria, it doesn't really matter what 
his strong allies might advise him for their parochial 
gains; there should be no protection for any Governor 
that misdirects the affairs of  the State under his 
leadership.

Going by the account of  the last general elections, 
several negativities returned to the polity as shown in 
exchange of  banters among political lords, palpable 
tensions arose across the Country and if  not for the 
intervention of  the Nigeria Military, there should have 
been a complete breakdown of  law and order. The 
major reason for anxiety in the establishments of  State 
Police, proved justification against the initiatives in 
many States as hired thugs had the gut to perpetrate all 
sorts of  crimes in the full glare of  the public. If  the 
Governors are not enjoying immunity, the gut to 
misappropriate funds, hoodwink opposition into 
submission through repressive tendencies shouldn't 
have surfaced.

In the ploy to tame the villains, Mr President must be 
encouraged to brace up to the challenges ahead while 
his team must be determined for a national rebirth. 
Nigerians didn't vote for a President that will overlook 
misdemeanours by State Governors, Ministers and 
Heads of  Agencies alike. It took several months before 
Former Secretary to the Government of  Federation – 
Babachir Lawal was relieved of  his duty after 
indictment, while many other appointees found 
wanting of  abuse of  office have been axed by Mr 
President, there are several others that must be cross 
checked to evaluate the appropriateness of  their 
continuity in office.

The determinant factors that usually determine 
outcome of  elections were over flogged by the 
opposition party.  Simply for seeking means to outwit 
the ruling party, the opposition disagreed even with the 
best of  government policies in contravention of  the 
spirit of  national honour. So much blackmail and 
propaganda were discharged to ruin the chances for the 
reelection of  Mr President, though he survived all odds 
to emerge victorious, another impediment is to be 
appreciated and loved by the masses that were already 
brainwashed and coarse into hatred against Mr 
President.

Weighing the impossibility of  dismantling the 
foundation of  Nigeria, the tripod has been 
geographically expanded to hexagon with ethnic 
identities fused under a conglomeration highly difficult 
to receive eviction. Even with the best restructuring 
approach, political and economic restructuring may 
not really translate to economic prosperity for the 
downtrodden. With this salient facts, appropriate 
measure must be fathomed to avoid a debacle or 
blockade in ensuring essential services of  government 
to the people are delivered effectively and safely too.

In the buildup to the 2015 General Election, Former 
President Olusegun Obasanjo didn't spare President 
Muhammadu Buhari in his opposition to certain 
decisions canvassed support for the opposition party 
candidate and after the serious trouncing of  him and 
his candidate, Former President Obasanjo launched 

It's high time for President Muhammadu Buhari 

to assert his authority as the Leader of  Nigeria, 

it doesn't really matter what his strong allies

 might advise him for their parochial gains
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high powered criticism of  the President and after the 
failed bid to pitch Nigerians against the President and 
successful reelection, he referred himself  as a boss to 
Mr President and the longest serving former President 
alive and this invariably means he is beyond query 
from the government, a statement viewed as a reaction 
to the President's accusation of  former President 
Obasanjo's administration of  mismanagement of  
16billion naira power project.

Nigerians didn't reelect the President for continuity of  
blame trade or promises without commensurable 
actions; the President must be terse and vigorously 
expressive, he must command the trust of  average 
apolitical Nigerians, while sustaining the armies of  
diehard followers - with his hallmark of  honesty and 
integrity. There must be proper review of  government 
expenditures, with the target of  cutting cost of  running 
Ministries and Agencies, National Assembly and the 
Judiciary. When security officers are not well paid, 
when there is no insurance for education, health and 
basic welfare of  their wives and children in case of  
demise, these are the excuses for the inexplicable 
characters of  the police officers aiding and abetting 
corrupt practices.

The performance of  each Ministry in line with best 
practices and mandate delivery must be assessed 
through convocation of  Ministerial Audit Committee, 
with strict monitoring of  compliance with their terms 
of  reference, which must be geared towards needs 
assessment and true functionality of  Ministries and 
Agencies. Using the Federal Ministry of  Education as 
a cardinal yardstick, the real motive of  education has 
shifted from knowledge driven to job targets, an 
anathema responsible for high rate of  unemployment 
as an average graduate of  higher institution is inclined 
to white collar job contrary to the vision of  building 
graduates with potential to become self-reliant 
members of  the society.

At the lowest level, the moribund state of  
infrastructures and learning instructions at the 
primary level is worrisome, the half-baked products of  
poor primary education in public schools populates 
public secondary schools, also, many among those 
opportune to attend higher institutions are the arrays 

of  misfits, manning civil service spaces especially the 
teaching profession. Even if  the 26% annual budgetary 
allocation recommended by the UNESCO for 
Country's implementation receives the nod of  
government, the option is to review the operational 
guidelines, evaluate the eligibility of  tutors and observe 
the assimilation rate of  an average partaker in the 
educational sector.

Our sporting life is highly uncoordinated as the anchors 
merely draw subventions and sponsorship from 
government without adding meaningful value to 
grassroots sports. Recreational and professionalism in 
sports are positive means of  taming the villains as this 
confer means of  instilling spirit of  sportsmanship and 
proper orientation on the populace. Nigerians are 
aware of  the words of  Mr. President to fight against 
corruption, he said it in his words, but did he 
implement it in his actions, not yet.

Charity begins at home, until and until an average 
policeman no longer extort motorists, until and until 
policemen no longer aid and abet crimes, until and until 
there is total reformation of  police to protect an average 
citizen, until and until police undertake their 
responsibilities in line with enabling laws, until and 
until policemen truly protect the interest of  the people 
without fear or favour and without any contradiction, 
the words of  Mr President, that his second term will be 
hard for criminals will not be respected by an average 
Nigerian. It's highly understandable that the President 
already announced an enhanced salary package that 
will motivate the policemen to be up and doing, though 
the pronouncement is yet to receive implementation, 
motivations are already noticed in police hierarchy but 
many Nigerians shares the sentiment that it takes more 
than salary increase to motivate police from 
discharging their best services, discipline and honesty 
must be restored into the Nigeria Police Force for 
optimal productivity. Nigerians�didn't�reelect�the�President�

for�continuity�of�blame�trade�or�

promises�without�commensurable�actions
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The 2019 Nigerian General Elections have 

come and gone, but the wounds created by the 

var ious  a l t e rca t ions,  v io lence  and  

stigmatisation may take a longer time to heal as it was 

etched in the deepest hatred pivoted on religious and 

ethnic sentiments. Siblings were recorded to have been 

involved in cut throat arguments, while parents 

chastised their children 

almost to the point of  

rejection as friends were 

at daggers drawn over 

political differences.

Thomas Lateef, a public 
analyst recently at a 
po l i t i ca l  ga the r ing  
t a g ge d ,  “ t h e  2 0 1 9  
Elections; a prospect of  
hope or despair?” to X-
ray the manifestoes of  
the Presidential Candidates at the 2019 Elections said, 
“the people will be the greatest losers if  nothing 
changes after this Election”. Other commentators at 
the forum also expressed skepticism with the state of  
affairs, stating categorically that the Campaigns were 
characterized by frivolities and hate speeches rather 
than substance.

Redefine the Anti-Corruption War;
From the main issues that trended on the front burner 
during the Electioneering activities, the Anti-
corruption war of  President Muhamadu Buhari 
reverberated continuously and in his assessment of  the 
campaign issues, a foreign observer who does not want 
his name in prints noted that the President's campaign 
was run a single manifestoe; Anti- corruption. He thus 
posited that the only way the President can quickly 
warm his way into the hearts of  the people is to 
redefine the anti-corruption war.

He said the corruption war was marred by complaints 
of  favouritism and perceived to be one sided and 
against the opposition. He also lampooned the 
Chairman of  the ruling Party for saying that when a 
sinner joins the ruling Party, he is forgiven of  his sins. 
This, he juxtaposed against the claims that the likes of  
Senator Godswill Akpabio, Uzor Orji Kaluhave had 

their prosecution by the Economic and Financial 
Crimes Commission on the orders of  the Presidency 
quashed or encumbered at least. He thus averred that 
the President must clear the air on these allegations and 
open up the fight to deal with corruption without caring 
whose ox is gored. 

The President is thus expected 
to adopt the popular maxim 
t h a t ,  “ t o  p r o v e  y o u r  
commitment to a cause, 
members of  your family must 
be seen fighting the cause with 
you”. The situation where 
members of  the Ruling Party 
are not held responsible for 
corrupt practices are not 
acceptable and needs to be 
reviewed if  the President 
needs to be accepted as widely 
as he hopes.

Revamp the Economy 
That the Nigerian Economy is recovering from the 
throes of  stagnation is no longer in doubt. Thus the 
President needs a Team of  capable hands to manage the 
Economy effectively.

It is true that the figures from the Statisticians are 
beautiful to the ears and eyes, but the standard of  the 
lives of  the people is not commensurate with these 
figures; there is harrowing hunger in the land and the 
people are extremely angry. 

The President therefore must do everything that will 
make life more meaningful for the people who trusted 
him and expressed the trust at the polls that returned 
him to Office as the President of  Nigeria.

Infrastructural infusion 
That Nigeria suffers an Infrastructure deficit of  the 
highest order is no longer News, but to allow it continue 
in this manner portends grave danger to the socio-

The 2019 Nigerian General Elections 
have come and gone, but the wounds created 

by the various altercations, violence and 
stigmatisations may take a longer time to heal
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economic growth of  Nigeria. The President is 
expected to create a strategic plan to build requisite 
infrastructures across Nigeria without allowing 
sentiments to override the common good of  the 
people.

President Buhari must not allow the rhetoric of  
Politicians and sentiments of  his supporters within 
and outside his Party to blind him to the need of  the 
Nation. All ongoing projects must be concluded 
within the shortest possible time, while new projects 
with serious socio-economic import must be 
developed and these must transcend the geo-political 
sentiments attached to governance and politics.

Nepotism 
The President has been 
several times alleged to be 
nepotistic in his approach 
to appointments especially 
the appointments  of  
Service Chiefs and other 
juicy public offices without 
respect for the quota 
system or merit of  such 
appointments. 

Nigerians expect that the 
President would correct 
the supposed anomalies by 
either deploying the quota
system or merit in his appointments. The President has 
the pedigree to do it and Nigerians are earnestly 
expecting him to do it.

Security 
The Governor of  the home state of  the President, 
Governor…… of  Katsina recently lamented the 
permeating influence of  bandits including Armed 
Robbers, Kidnappers, cattle rustlers and other 
criminal elements in the State; claiming that the State 
has been taken over the state.

A number of  societies across Nigeria today are 
enmeshed in various forms of  bloodletting occasioned 
by their perceived differences which are believed to 
have been orchestrated by the Political class for their 
personal whims and caprices. The people of  Zamfara 
expect President Muhamadu Buhari to attend to the 
crisis caused by the cattle rustlers and social 
miscreants who are cashing in on the security lapses. 
The people of  Kaduna have over the years continued 
to kill each other based on their ethnic differences and 

political differences and expect the President to attend 
to this as soon as possible. 

Boko Haram has continued to pose a threat to National 
Unity and cohesion that is a prerequisite to National 
Development and achieving this requires a lot of  efforts 
to achieve. The Nigeria Military must be motivated, 
inspired and re-equipped to tackle the incessant assault 
by Boko Haram with dispatch.

The herdsmen menace is another issue in our National 
tragedy that needs immediate action from President 
Muhamadu Buhari. The President must deal decisively 
with the issues that are in contention, especially the 
grazing rights and relocate peace to the various parts of  
the country where peace has become a scarce 

commodity. 

Otunba Akinruli, the former 
C h a i r m a n  o f  t h e  
Reconciliation, Reforms and 
Revalidation Committee of  
the Vigilante Group of  
Nigeria commended the 
President for reequipping the 
Military and the attempts to 
boost the morale of  the 
fighting troops. He said, “the 
President has done very well 
in terms of  procurement of  

equipment and all men of  goodwill must acknowledge 
that.” 

He however advised the government to use the 
opportunity of  this second term to consolidate by 
expanding the frontiers of  community policing beyond 
what is currently obtainable. “There is no alternative to 
Community policing and the President needs to 
reexamine this beyond the scope of  creating State 
Police Forces, which I don't think every State have the 
capacity to operate. What I am looking at here is a 
volunteer group with the backing of  law to act under 
the strict supervision of  the Police and or a special 
Agency established for such. It is only then that 
Nigerians can enjoy tranquility and safety”, he posited.

Joseph Moshood, a former Intelligence operative also 
added that it is time for Nigeria to redesign its security 
architecture to meet up with the current global 
challenges. In his words, the Nigerian security 
architecture is primitive in outlook and curative in 
operation. That is not the global approach anymore; 
Security organistions are now highly mobile, proactive 
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and smart as they rely more on preventive technics 
through the deployment of  technology and highly 
intelligent human capital.”

Power Sector reforms 
The growth of  the Nigerian Economy has been 
considerably slowed by the incessant power outage 
across the country. Quite a number of  Manufacturing 
entities have left Nigeria for neighbouring countries 
including Ghana and Benin Republic, from where 
they produce and send their products back to Nigeria. 
Consequently, unemployment has continued to grow 
rapidly to the extent that the Nation's economy is 
seriously threatened.

One of  the major setbacks that have bedeviled the 
country's power sector is the issue of  power 
distribution with obsolete distribution infrastructures 
and marketing procedures that have set the Minister 
against the distribution companies who are cutting all 
corners to make profits at all cost.
Power generation must also be readdressed to give 
room for new innovations including Nuclear Power 
and coal at the heart of  the generation process to create 
alternatives.

Justice 
One other area where Nigeria needs to work very hard 
is the Justice system that has been degraded and 
basterdised to the point of  International 
embarrassment. In the last few years, Nigerian Judges 
have been grossly maligned by virtue of  the series of  
misdemeanours in the sector.
 
Cases are known to have suffered unnecessary delays 
through the machination of  Judges, Lawyers and 
other judicial workers while several of  them are known 
to have been involved in malignant corruption. The 
home of  the last hope of  the common man has turned 
into the center of  despair and hopelessness.

The people will appreciate the independence of  the 
judiciary both in context and content to the extent that 
the fear of  meddling is totally removed, just as the 
President must with utmost urgency set up a Judiciary 

review committee to examine the immediate and 
remote causes of  the decay in the system, while he must 
implement the recommendations with urgent dispatch.

Electoral Reforms 
In a recent Interview with the Punch Newspapers, the 
fiery Senior Advocate of  Nigeria, Femi Falanain an 
interview with Channels Television described Nigeria's 
Electoral Jurisprudence as the worst. “We are also in 
that era now, where the ruling party has also refused to 
embark on genuine electoral reforms. And of  course, if  
for any reason, the ruling party is defeated in an 
election in the future, you will have the same allegations 
raised by the PDP now (being raised) by the APC then, 
but, hopefully, some new democratic forces should 
have taken over the process. We can't go on like this, 
indefinitely. No nation can continue to toy with its 
destiny as we are doing.”

The 2019 Elections has been the most criticized 
Nigerian activity in the last few months and exposed 
the rot in our Political system. The series of  Electoral 
problems generated by the Elections have shown that 
the Nigerian Political system is fraught with so many 
pitfalls and potholes that need the most urgent 
attention from the people of  Nigeria.

Well-meaning Nigerians expect extensive Electoral 
reforms that will ensure peoples' votes count and limit 
the influence of  Security and the manipulations of  the 
Electoral umpires and the Political class to the barest 
minimum, else the apathy level of  the voters will grow 
worse than it currently is.

Although INEC has adduced different excuses for the 
low turnout of  voters and even claim that it is a global 
phenomenon, this excuse is considered lame by 
Political scientists who believe that the level of  apathy 
has been on the upsurge over the last three Elections. 
They are thus of  the opinion that the President should 
ensure that the Electoral process create and inspire 
confidence in the average voter on the street to the 
extent of  spurring widespread participation in the 
Electoral process. 

In a brief  chat with our correspondent, Mr. Tajudeen 
Agboola described as encouraging the statement 
credited to the President that if  he could defeat the 
incumbent, then everybody should abide by the results 
of  Elections. He said, “it is heartwarming to hear such 
from the President and I am personally delighted, but 

The people will appreciate the independence 
of  the judiciary both in context and 

content to the extent that the 
fear of  meddling is totally removed
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the President must also put action into those words 
and reprimand anybody who attempts to usurp the 
democratic ethos”

Reuniting Nigerians 
Dr. Ahmed Kolo Iman recently averred that, 
“Nigerians have been more divided than ever in our 
history, we have never really been solidly untied at 
anytime in our history, but the level of  disunity and 
friction has grown beyond nuances.”

Others believe that the state of  the Nation calls for 
immediate attention from the President, who they 
believe should do everything to cement the fabrics of  
the Nations which they say, has been seriously worn in 
the past. Kunle Esan, a University Student sited the 
period leading to the 2019 General Elections as one 
that he wishes Nigerians will forget in a hurry. In his 
words, “the level of  hate speeches on the speeches on 
social media during the Campaigns were 
disheartening and seriously disappointing as 
Nigerians took it too far. I just hope we will never go 
that way again in our Electioneering.”

Emma Williams, a Youth Corper in her own 
assessment of  the situation believes that the Political 
class used the divergence of  Nigerians to their 
advantage. She said, “Unfortunately, the Politicians 
drove their Campaigns on the religious and ethnic 
sentiments of  the Nigerian people to gain sympathy 
and our votes. I hope the president will immediately 
start a process of  healing to reattach the fragmented 
parts if  the Nation.”

Curbing the excesses of the Governors;
The position of  Executive Governor has been 
basterdised to the extent that a feeling of  despondence 
surrounds State administration in Nigeria. The 
occupants of  the Office have converted it into a 
weapon for traumatizing the people for who they bear 
the torch of  leadership in trust. There abound 
instances of  executive rascality perpetrated by men 
who are perceived honourable before ascending the 
seat of  Chief  Executive of  the State. A case that readily 
comes to mind is the case of  a Governor in the Niger 

Delta Region who flagrantly wrote State cheques in his 
name and subsequently personally paid the cheques 
into his Account. It took the indictment of  a foreign 
court to however punish mildly another Governor from 
the same region for Money laundering.

Of  the various problems bedeviling Nigeria today, the 
menace of  the Chief  Executives of  the States is one that 
every Nigerian will wish away, but their wishes will not 
come to pass except the President act and do so very 
fast. Nigerian Governors prance the streets of  their 
State Capitals like Emperors with infinite powers and 
lord it on their people who they consider subservient. 
 
Traditional Rulers, Public Office Holders, Corporate 
Agencies and Civil Servants are mere tools in the hands 
of  these men of  'self-procured valor' and they are 
manipulated to suit their whims to curry favours. Some 
traditional rulers are reported to resume at the 
Government House every morning to prove their 
loyalty to the 'Lord of  the Manor' or have their Office 
usurped.

In her own assessment, Rita Onyeama, a University 
lecturer said that the President needs to pay special 
attention to governance at the grassroots, especially the 
Local Government Chairmen and State Governors. 
She said apart from the fact that the Local 
Governments have been cornered and turned into mere 
civil servants and conduit pipes for siphoning the 
Federal Allocations accruable to the Local 
Governments, most of  them have become members of  
the personal staff  of  their Governors or political 
godfathers as the case maybe.

Her words, “most of  these Chairmen are mere errand 
boys to the Governors and the godfathers that impose 
them on the people and can't even pay salaries without 
seeking the approval of  their Governor or godfathers. 
The Local Governments are worse than Parastatals 
under the thumb of  the Governors and branches of  the 
enterprises of  the God fathers, most of  who have 
turned themselves into “Emperors of  Terror”.

Apart from the issue of  Local Government 
Administration, many Nigerians have expressed 
disappointment at the conduct of  State Governors. 
Some of  them are reported to pervade the Governance 
space like monarchs and adopt the rule of  absolute 
power to stifle any opposition in their State to the point 
of  ensuring only their cronies enjoy the benefit of  
governance, while the majority of  the people wait for 
crumbs at their table. 
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Public Office Holders like Commissioners, Special 
Advisers and Heads of  Parastatals are well known to 
sit on the floor or kneel when addressing their 
Governors, while some are deemed too low in ranking 
and are not permitted to come before the Chief  
Executive, whose visions they are expected to 
interpret. It is so bad that the Commissioners dare not 
present an idea to their Governor on any matter at all. 

State Governors have been known to be petty to the 
mundane point of  sacking their appointees for wearing 
attires similar to theirs. There was an unconfirmed 
story that a Governor in North Central once sacked a 
Commissioner for daring to 
design his robe like the 
Gover nor ' s,  whi le  an 
outgoing Governor who 
lost his bid for the Senate at 
the 2019 Election was 
reported to have threatened 
to sack a Special Adviser for 
buying a house in the GRA 
part of  the State Capital, 
even when there was no case 
of  stealing or malfeasance 
against the Adviser. The 
source claimed that the 
Special Adviser does not 
even have a Budget line to 
pilfer from, neither did he 
have authority to give approvals, but the Governor just 
felt affronted that despite the Adviser's meager 
allowance, he could still afford a house in that posh 
part of  the City.

Many observers also complained about how the State 
Governors handle the issue of  security in their States 
with absurd levity. The security votes are collected and 
expended without an audit from anybody, while the 
securities votes of  the States are squandered like free 
cash. There are indications that the Governors even 
sometimes sponsor violence to justify their spending 
the security votes.
 
Several States in the Northern part of  the country are 
under the siege of  criminal elements including cattle 
rustlers, kidnappers, ethnic militias and armed 
robbery to the extent of  creating a feeling of  insecurity 
with accusing fingers pointing in the direction of  the 
Presidency rather than the State Governors as the 
Chief  Executive Officers of  the various States. The 
President therefore must act decisively with the most 
urgent dispatch to curb the excesses of  the Governors.

Adeolu Adebiyi, a public servant in his opinion believes 
that the President needs to further the reduction or 
removal of  the immunity of  State Governors as he 
believes this has aided their innocuous activities. He 
said, “State Governors see themselves as Alfas and 
omegas of  their State and engage in all kinds of  
criminality including assassination of  opponents, 
sponsoring of  ethnocentric views and clashes to 
stabilize their criminal reign. They know the law 
shields them while they occupy the seat and that our 
legal and law enforcement system is a quick forgetter of  
events more often as the News of  an event is overtaken 
by another. So, they believe that the events would have 
been forgotten even before they leave Office.”

Abimbola Baruwa is of  the 
opinion that the President 
should remove the immunity 
clause for Governors or else 
the efforts of  the Federal 
Government to redirect 
Nigeria will always end in 
disappointment. She said, 
“Without removing the 
i m mu n i t y  c l a u s e,  t h e  
G o v e r n o r s  r e m a i n  
untouchable while in Office 
and so they continue to 
c o n c o c t  a l l  f o r m s  o f  
distractions to ensure the 
people cannot probe their 
activities.” She sighted the 
cases of  Governors who after 

collecting bail-out finds, yet still owe the States' Civil 
Servants and averred that the President working with 
the Houses of  Assembly should formulate Laws and 
proclaim Executive orders that will checkmate the 
activities of  the Governors.

In Edmund Osawaru's opinion, there is a need to 
quicken the Local Government autonomy Laws. He 
says, “If  the President want to clear the Augean stable 
with the State Governors, he must work arduously to 
unshackle the Local Governments from the control of  
the States' Government. The Governors no longer 
allow the Local Government Authorities control over 
their finances and will often force the Local 
Government to contribute to various fictitious projects 
that have no direct effect on the people.

No matter what effort the President put in place to take 
Nigeria to the next level, there is no doubt that the 
Governors have pivotal roles to play as the custodians 
of  one of  the key constituent organs of  the Federal 
system. There is therefore a consensus that the 
President needs to force the hands of  the Governors to 
act transparently with regards to their States resources 
with a view to ensuring that the people have a real feel 
of  the benefits of  going with him to the Next Level.
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Happy Birthday Sir.

�Rt�Hon�Victor�Sabor�Tiger�Edoror�(mnse)
Member,�Representing�Esan�Central�LGA�(EDHA)

In�these�few�words,�let�me�express�my�gratitude�to�God�for�your�life,�

you�are�an�exemplary�leader�with�unflagging�capabilities.

At�this�time�of�consolidated�reform�in�our�leadership�needy�nation,�

you�have�distinguished�yourself�as�a�shining�light�and�a�sparkling�diamond�

I�congratulate�you�today�as�you�add�another�year�to�your�journey�of�life.

Age�Graciously�my�Leader,�Boss�and�Mentor.

676767@ @ @ 
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The re-election of President Muhammadu Buhari 
in the recently concluded General Election 
simply delineate the unwavering faith Nigerians 

have reposed in the PMB headed democratic 
government. Four years down the line, it is crystal clear 
that the PMB administration was faced with multifarious 
and multidimensional destructive criticism from 
different quarters especially from those who had failed to 
believe in the potential struggle and capacity of 
a democratic government to be headed by 
the victor. However, against all odds, it 
appears the sincerity of purpose of 
"Mr Integrity" have birth him yet 
another unprecedented sweeping 
acceptability  from the length and 
breadth of Nigeria despite the 
economic meltdown amongst 
other schism which characterized 
his first administration. In lieu of 
this, I join millions of voters who 
believed in the slogan of 'next level' 
to share in the joy of the re-election 
and another four years of leadership by 
President Muhammadu Buhari and Vice 
President Yemi Osinbanjo. 

Recently in one of the "after-election" remark of President 
Buhari, he was quoted to intend to reshuffle his earlier 
constituted cabinet and other federal government 
appointments. This lone decision delineate him despite 
its dual political implication as a man who has learnt 
categorical lessons in the yet-to-end first four years 
administration and thus, now knowing his onions, 
possess the necessary acumen needed supposedly to put 
things differently so as to further bring about progressive 
development which will be evident on every Nigerian as 
promised in the slogan preceding the election tagged 

'Next Level'. This as it may, requires the need for him to 
consider the appointment of technocrats especially to 
sensitive ministries in the new cabinet he has in view.

Prior to the launch of democratic dispensation and 20 

years after the restoration of democracy in Nigeria, a 

notable f law which had characterized many 

administrations is the politicization of ministerial 

portfolios and marginalization of governmental 

appointments. These amongst many others 

have singlehandedly hindered Nigeria 

from living up to the ideological 

paintings of politicians and 

political parties particularly as 

with their promising manifestoes 

a n d  g e n e r a l  e c o n o m i c  

projections. Suffice it to say the 

standard of the present day 

Nige r i a  i s  a  p roduc t  o f  

disintegration in disunity.  

Notwithstanding, the modern day 

sustenance of the conflation of our 

primordial protectorates project us as a 

nation of unity in diversity. 

Meanwhile, much has been inscribed about the woes that 
have befallen Nigeria and myriad prospective panaceas 
have been suggested. In view of the foregoing, it thence 
becomes imperative for President Muhammadu Buhari  
this time around to facilitate the appointment of known 
technocrats who have been tested and deemed successful 
in their chosen field to sensitive ministries and 
government agencies and not follow the usual ethics of 
appointing people with recognized political affiliations 
and ethnical marginalisation. The President should on 
the other hand appoint technicians who are known to be 

CABINET RESHUFFLING AND APPOINTMENT OF 
TECHNOCRATS TO SENSITIVE MINISTRIES

�a�notable�flaw�

which�had�characterized�

many�administrations�

is�the�politicization�

of�ministerial�portfolios�and

�marginalization�

of�governmental�

appointments
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erudite professional in various but distinctive industries, 
be it political, communication, technology, natural 
resources, power, agricultural amongst others. It is again 
worthy to note that mere political experience and 
affiliations should not be the only prerequisite for these 
forthcoming appointments but overtime recognition in 
distinctive fields of national importance. 

Also, President Muhammadu Buhari should endeavor to 
ensure the forthcoming appointments into various 
ministerial portfolios should not be to compensate 
political gladiators who had contributed to his successful 
re-election bid. Personal interest, payback and sentiment 
should not characterise these 
appointments else, his second 
term in office will be filled 
with freeloaders who will not 
o n ly  s h a re  h i s  v i s i o n ,  
unaccountable but also will 
n o t  b e  r e s p o n s i b l e  t o  
Nigerians. The activities of the 
pres idency  in  choos ing  
ministers should be devoid of 
usual affinity to a particular 
person, group or ethnic rather 
it should be based on principle 
of putting the round poeg in a 
round hole in most sensitive 
ministries if not all the federal 
ministries.

Nigeria is today in a state where ministries present fat 
budget yet with little or no results to show to compliment 
the good intent and efforts of the President annually. 
Although, ministries are equipped with state of the art 
equipment and human resources, yet there is little 
technological know-how on how to employ maximum 
usage of provided items in the manner that will increase 
overall output. This, in a nutshell has its root in the unfit 
leadership of some ministries. Ministries should work 
with quarterly target and those who wouldn't meet the 
target should be sanctioned appropriately as the next 
level of development promised by President Buhari 
cannot be achieved with mediocres at the helm of affair. 
The Presidency should, hence, order an overhaul of 
federal ministries while also replacing the leadership of 
unproductive ministries when incompetence is sighted. 

The victorious votes accorded to President Muhammadu 
Buhari of the All Progressive Party (APC) during the just 
concluded general election shows Nigerians still believe 
in the Nigeria he is trying to create and have with their 
votes positioned him to realise this dream. It is not 
gainsaying to retort, should Mr President fail to act 

independently and deliver even more dividends of 
democracy to Nigerians during this second term in office, 
he will not only suffer the down-tuning consequences but 
the rebranded ship of the All Progressive Congress which 
onwards 2019 general election sailed with a different crew 
will capsize definitely and suffer irredeemable loss. 
Thence, the second term in office of President 

Muhammadu Buhari should be stricter 
with the implementation of its policies 
as millions of Nigerians have gone 
against better promises of other 
candidates to return him to office, with 
the single hope that the supposed slow 
movers have been dropped aboard his 
ship. 

L a s t l y  I  r e i t e r a t e ,  P r e s i d e n t  

M u h a m m a d u  B u h a r i  s h o u l d  

commence the  rebir th  of  his  

administration with the appointment of 

technicians especially to sensitive 

ministries to further encourage 

professionalism and boost productivity 

throughout the country. This move, if 

fulfilled will compliment his recent statement cum 

decision to not meddle with the activities of independent 

agencies such as INEC particularly in states where 

election was declared inconclusive and there is to be a 

rerun. Buhari has with this lone statement showed his 

willingness to not continue with the status quo of serving 

Presidents manipulating elections to favour their party. As 

regards to this, Nigerians are full of hope that he will look 

straight and this time, appoint technocrats to sensitive 

ministries and give government appointments to like-

minded patriots.

Nigeria�is�today�in�a�state�where�ministries�
present�fat�budget�yet�with�little�or�

no�results�to�show�to�compliment�the
�good�intent�and�efforts�of�the�

President�annually.
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Following� the� achievements� of� Governor�

Akinwunmi�Ambode,� a� Second� Term� in�

Office� was� a� forgone� conclusion� until� it�

was�reported�in�the�media�that�

Mr.� Babajide� Sanwoolu�

announced�his�intention�to�run�

for� the�Office� of�Lagos� State�

Governor.� Of� course� the�

announcement� was� met� with�

an�array�of�opinions;�many�of�

them�skepticism.

As� the� days� rolled-by,� the�

picture�got�clearer�that�the�Party�loyalists�were�not�

happy�with�the�incumbent�Governor�and�at�the�end�

of�the�Party�primaries,�Mr.�Sanwoolu�upended�the�

incumbent�governor�by�an�unassailable�margin�and�

the�Mr.�Akinwunmi's�second�term�dream�had�ended�

in�a�fiasco.�

Happily�married�to�Dr�Mrs�Ibijoke�Sanwoolu�and�
blessed�with�children,�Mr.�Babajide�Sanwoolu�
was�born�on�the�born�June�25,�1965in�Lagos.

�

He�holds�an�MBA�and�B.Sc.�in�Surveying�from�the�

University� of� Lagos,� while� he� has� also� gained�

valuable� knowledge� in� several� other� spheres� of�

knowledge� from�across� the�World.�He� is� also� an�

alumnus�of�the�London�Business�School�(LBS),�and�

Kennedy� School� of� Government,� USA� and� also� an�

Associate�Member�of�the�Chartered�Institute�of�Personnel�

Management�and� Institute�of�Nigeria�

I n s t i t u t e � o f � T r a i n i n g � a n d �

Development.�

Babjide�had�a�stint�spanning�over�ten�

years�with�a�couple�of�Banks�including�

Lead� Bank� Plc,� United� Bank� for�

Africa,�First�Atlantic�Bank�(now�First�

City�Monument�Bank)�where�he�came�

across�the�former�Deputy�Governor�of�

Lagos�State,�Otunba�Femi�Pedro.

When� Otunba� Femi� Pedro� left� the� Bank� to� become� the�

Deputy� of� Governor� of� Lagos� State,� he� invited� Mr.�

Sanwoolu�to�join�him�as�a�Special�Adviser�from�where�he�

went�on�to�serve�Asiwaju�Bola�Ahmed�as�a�Special�Adviser�

and� later�became� the�Commissioner� for�Establishment� in�

year� 2007.� Babajide� has� also� served� Lagos� State� as� the�

Honourable� Commissioner� for� Commerce� and� Industry,�

Honourable�Commissioner� for�Budget� and� Planning� and�

Honourable� Commissioner� for� Establishments� and�

Training,�Lagos�State,�at�different�times�in�his�checkered�

Public�Service�career.

Described� as� a� consummate� Boardroom� expert,� Mr.�

Sanwoolu� is� a�member� of� several� Private� sector� Boards�

including� Department� for� International� Development,�

DFID/DEEPEN� Fund;� Member� of� the� Board� Audit�

babajide sanwoolu 
lagos state governor elect 
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Committee�of�Caverton�Offshore�Services�Group,�PLC�and�

as� Director,� Light� Level� Nigeria� Limited,� the� foremost�

digital�signage�company�in�Nigeria.

A�number�of�analyst�believe�that�his�experiences�within�the�

Public�service�circle�stands�him�in�good�stead�and�nurse�the�

feelings� that�he�will� start�on�a�high�note.�He� is�was� the�

responsible� for� the� publication� of� the� Lagos� State�

Economic� Empowerment� and� Development� Strategy�

document� and� it� is� expected� that� he�will� cash� in� on� his�

understanding� of� the�master� plan� in� delivering� efficient�

governance�service�to�Lagos.

Many�pundits�also�believe�that�the�governance�in�Lagos�is�

already�on�“auto�pilot�and�only�requires�the�right�attitude�

and�will� from� the� Political� leadership� to� ensure� service�

delivery.�He�is�also�expected�to�cash-in�on�the�templates�set�

by� his� predecessors;� right� from� the� National� leader,�

Asiwaju�Bola�Ahmed�Tinubu,�Mr.�Babatunde�Raji�Fashola�

and�Akinwunmi�Ambode.�On�the�contrary�however,�there�

is�the�danger�of�trying�to�surpass�their�achievements,�which�

many�believed�set�his�immediate�predecessor�against�Mr.�

Fashola.�
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There�is�also�the�issue�of�the�Political�class�that�aided�his�

emergence� breathing� down� his� neck� for� positions� and�

placements�in�the�scheme�of�things�while�others�believe�his�

attempt�to�avoid�the�pitfalls�that�sank�Ambode�will�be�his�

major�hindrance.�Some�pundits�also�say�it�will� take�him�

time�to�sell�his�vision�to�his�cabinet,�expected�to�be�made�up�

of�men�lorded�on�him�by�the�various�power�elements�that�

control�Lagos.� �Of�particular�concern� is�his� relationship�

with�his�Deputy,�a�grassroots�Politician,�who�allegedly�has�

stronger�Political�machinery�than�the�Governor�elect.

Another�critical�issue�raised�is�the�issue�of�ego,�which�is�

strongly�believed�to�affect�and�hinder�the�relationship�of�

entrenched� Public� Office� Holders� in� their� relationships�

with� the�Civil� Servants� and� other�Public�Office� holders�

who�also�believe�that�they�know�what�is�obtainable�and�the�

procedures.� On� the� whole,� Sanwoolu� is� expected� to�

perform�creditably,�but�may�not�be�exceptional.
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T
he Ogun State Governor Elect is another of  the 
emerging 'Oil Gang' on the Political scene in 
Nigeria; especially in the South-West Geo-

Political zone. Dapo Abiodun is the Chief  Executive 
Officer of  Heyden Petroleum Nigeria, a company at the 
forefront of  his massive oil wealth. Heyden 
Petroleum operates across infrastructure 
industries namely power, energy, and 
construction. 

The CAC chairman, since his 
Election as the youngest senator 
in 1992 and a runner-up during 
the governorship primaries 
o f  t h e  P e o p l e s  
Democratic Par ty 
(PDP) in 2002 in the 
state has been seeking 
another inroad into the 
political circle. 

In 2015 he ran unsuccessfully against 
Buruji Kashamu of  the Peoples 
Democratic Party for the Ogun East 
Senatorial seat. That same year, Dapo 
Abiodunwas reported to have donated $1 million 
cash to Ibikunle Amosun and also distributed tens of  
millions of  Naira to help the Governor and his men get 
re-elected into Ogun State House of  Assembly. 

The Oil Magnate presented himself  for the All 
Progressive Congress primaries in 2018 alleged with the 
assurance of  getting Senator Ibikunle Amosun's 
support, but was surprised by the outgoing Governors 
foiled attempt to singlehandedly choose those who will 
contest on the All Progressive Congress ticket into all 
the Political Offices in Ogun State.

It is apt to mention that Dapo Abiodun's name was 
conspicuously missing from that list and even after he 
won the rescheduled Primaries, the outgoing Governor 

still pitched his tent with Abubakar Akinladeand 
encouraged Akinlade to decamp to APM and rolled his 
support behind him in spite of  contesting for the Ogun 
North Senatorial seat on the ticket of  the All Progressive 
Congress.

The business mogul, whose main focus was 
running what he termed “mass-centric” 

g ove r n a n c e,  e ve n t u a l l y  w o n  t h e  
Gubernatorial Election by beating 

Akinlade and Buruji Kashamu as a 
result of  some alliances based on the 

“Ijebu Agenda”. According to 
insiders, Kashamu, Gbenga 

D a n i e l  a n d  o t h e r  
p r o m i n e n t  I j e b u  
indigenes rallied their 

forces to ensure the 
sustenance of  an unwritten 

agreement that rotates the 
Governorship between the Ijebu 

and Egba districts of  the State.

Dapo Abiodun no doubt is a successful 
businessman with a very deep pocket and 

equally wide contacts within the private and public 
sector and these are expected to serve him well in the 

bid to put Ogun State on the front row of  Development.

It is important to note that the residential population of  
Ogun State has grown tremendously in recent times as a 
large number of  people with businesses in Lagos now 
reside on the fringe of  and in the State, due to the high 
cost and unavailability of  housing in the Lagos 
metropolis. It is speculated that the Ogun State 
Government can benefit from the growing population or 
sink with the pressure. Thus the Governor Elect needs to 
develop a solid approach to reaping the benefits and nip 
the possible crisis in the bud.

Ogun State 
Governor ELECT 

Dapo Abiodun

Dapo�Abiodun�no�
doubt�is�a�successful�

businessman�with�a�very
deep�pocket�and�equally�wide�

contacts�within�the�private�and�public
�sector�and�these�are�expected�to�
serve�him�welin�the�bid�to�put�

Ogun�State�on�the
�front�row�of�Development
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Following the achievements of  Governor Akinwunmi 
Ambode, a Second Term in Office was a forgone 
conclusion until it was reported in the media that Mr. 
Babajide Sanwoolu announced his intention to run for 
the Office of  Lagos State Governor. Of  course the 
announcement was met with an array of  opinions; 
many of  them skepticism.

As the days rolled-by, the picture got clearer that the 
Party loyalists were not happy with the incumbent 
Governor and at the end of  the Party primaries, Mr. 
Sanwoolu upended the incumbent governor by an 
unassailable margin and the Mr. Akinwunmi's second 
term dream had ended in a fiasco. 

Happily married to Dr Mrs Ibijoke Sanwoolu and 

blessed with children, Mr. Babajide Sanwoolu was born 

on the ……of 1964 in Lagos He attended... and holds an 

MBA and B.Sc. in Surveying from the University of  

Lagos, while he has also gained valuable knowledge in 

several other spheres of  knowledge from across the 

World. He is also an alumnus of  the London Business 

School (LBS), and Kennedy School of  Government, 

USA and also an Associate Member of  the Chartered 

Institute of  Personnel Management and Institute of  

Nigeria Institute of  Training and Development. 

Babjide had a stint spanning over ten years with a couple 
of  Banks including Lead Bank Plc, United Bank for 
Africa, First Atlantic Bank (now First City Monument 
Bank) where he came across the former Deputy 
Governor of  Lagos State, Otunba Femi Pedro.

When Otunba Femi Pedro when left the Bank to become 
the Deputy of  Governor of  Lagos State, he invited Mr. 
Sanwoolu to join him as a Special Adviser from where 
he went on to serve Asiwaju Bola Ahmed as a Special 
Adviser later became the Commissioner for 
Establishment in year 2007. Babajide has also served 
Lagos State as the Honourable Commissioner for 
Commerce and Industry, Honourable Commissioner 

for  Budget  and Planning and Honourable  
Commissioner for Establishments and Training, Lagos 
State, at different times in his checkered Public Service 
career.

Described as a consummate Boardroom expert, Mr. 
Sanwoolu is a member of  several Private sector Boards 
including Department for International Development, 
DFID/DEEPEN Fund; Member of  the Board Audit 
Committee of  Caverton Offshore Services Group, PLC 
and as Director, Light Level Nigeria Limited, the 
foremost digital signage company in Nigeria.

A number of  analyst believe that his experiences within 
the Public service circle stands him in good stead and 
nurse the feelings that he will start on a high note. He is 
was the responsible for the publication of  the Lagos State 
Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy 
document and it is expected that he will cash in on his 
understanding of  the master plan in delivering efficient 
governance service to Lagos.

Many pundits also believe that the governance in Lagos 
is already on “auto pilot and only requires the right 
attitude and will from the Political leadership to ensure 
service delivery. He is also expected to cash-in on the 
templates set by his predecessors; right from the National 
leader, Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu, Mr. Babatunde 
Raji Fashola and Akinwunmi Ambode. On the contrary 
however, there is the danger of  trying to surpass their 
achievements, which many believed set his immediate 
predecessor against Mr. Fashola. 

There is also the issue of  the Political class that aided his 
emergence breathing down his neck for positions and 
placements in the scheme of  things while others believe 
his attempt to avoid the pitfalls that sank Ambode will be 
his major hindrance. Some pundits also say it will take 
him time to sell his vision to his cabinet, expected to be 
made up of  men lorded on him by the various power 
elements that control Lagos.  Of  particular concern is his 
relationship with his Deputy, a grassroots Politician, 
who allegedly has stronger Political machinery than the 
Governor elect.

Another critical issue raised is the issue of  ego, which is 
strongly believed to affect and hinder the relationship of  
entrenched Public Office Holders in their relationships 
with the Civil Servants and other Public Office holders 
who also believe that they know what is obtainable and 
the procedures. On the whole, Sanwoolu is expected to 
perform creditably, but may not be exceptional.
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F
or many, it was a foregone conclusion that Seyi 
Makinde was just contesting again, but those 
privy about the situation in Oyo State Politics 

knew the danger lurking in the corner for the All 
progressive Congress and its candidate for the Office 
of  Governor following the altercation between the 
Olubadan, the Ibadan elites and outgoing Isiaka 
Ajimobi. 

Engr. SeyiMakinde had earlier contested the seat of  
G ove r n o r s h i p  a g a i n s t  t h e  
incumbent in 2015 on the platform 
of  the Labour Party and lost by a 
wide margin as part of  the 
sweeping victory orchestrated by 
President Muhamadu Buhari's 
change movement. So contesting 
on whatever  plat form was 
considered another futile effort by 
the Otunba.

thBorn on the 25  of  December 
1967,OtunbaSeyiMakinde is the 

rd3  child of  a renowned teacher turned accountant; late 
Pa Olatubosun Makinde and Madam Abigail 
Makinde of  A'igbofa Compound in Oja'ba, Ibadan. 
Seyi Makinde excelled in Business as an Engineer and 
a subject matter expert on fluid and Gas Metering as he 
established his first oil and gas private business called 
Makon Engineering and Technical Services, (METS) 
where he is the Group Managing Director at the age of  
29 in the year 1997 after earning years of  work 
experience with international oil and gas companies.

Seyi Makindeis an Alumnus of  the University of  
Lagos school of  Engineering where he obtained a 
Bachelor's Degree in Electrical Engineering. He had 

earlier began his education at St Paul Primary School 
and completed his primary education at St. Michael 
Primary School, Yemetu, Ibadan before proceeding  to 
the at Bishop Phillips Academy, Monatan, Ibadan.

He is an expert in Industrial Control Services, Safety 
Shutdown System and Development of  Analytical 
Competence for Managing Operations. He also 
obtained expertise training in automation and studied 
Fundamentals of  Crude Sampling at Jiskoot Auto 

Control Training Centre, Kent, 
E n g l a n d .  H e  s t u d i e d  
Understanding and Solving 
Complex Business Problems at 
Massachuset ts  Inst i tute  of  
Technology (MIT), USA in 2005.

The Governor Elect of  Oyo State is 
a member of  national and 
international professional bodies 
including the Nigerian Society of  
Engineers (NSE), Council for 
Regulations of  Engineering in 

Nigeria (COREN), Oil and Gas Design Engineers of  
Nigeria (OGDEN), International Society of  
Automation (ISA), Institute of  Measurement and 
Control UK; and American Measurement Institute 
(AMI).

After serving at Shell Petroleum Development 
Company of  Nigeria Limited for one year before 
leaving school in 1990 he left Shell Petroleum 
Development Company in 1997, to set up his private 
business and sixteen years down the line, he has soured 
as Group Managing Director of  Makon Engineering 
and Technical Services International.

OYO STATE 
GOVERNOR ELECT 

SEYI MAKINDE
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Makinde is not new on the Oyo State Political stage as 
he contested for the Oyo South Senatorial seat under 
the platform of  the All Nigeria Peoples Party (ANPP) 
in 2007 and lost to the People's Democratic Party 
candidate- Kamoru Adedibu. He returned in 2010; 
under the People's Democratic Party, PDP, to aspire 
for the Oyo South 2011 Senatorial seat and again lost 
the primary to the incumbent Oyo South Senator.

Engr. Seyi Makinde was on the scene again in 2014 to 
contest the Oyo State 2015 governorship ticket under 
the platform of  the People's Democratic Party (PDP) 
and again lost the Primaries held in December 2014. 
He however defected to the Social Democratic Party 
(SDP) under which platform he contested for the Oyo 
State 2015 SDP gubernatorial candidate, but also lost.

He was extensively lobbied by the Peoples Democratic 
Party Caretaker National Chairman of  PDP, Senator 
Ahmed Makarfi who visited him in company of  the 
Party elders in Ibadan and he returned to his former 
Party. He has maintained that joining the PDP was not 

Merit Award for immense and invaluable contribution 
to sports development.

Otunba Oluwaseyi Makinde has been described as a 
Philanthropist with uncommon milk of  kindness with 
a keen eye for community development. Over the years, 
he has awarded student bursaries, donated Classroom 
blocks, provided boreholes for clean water and 
financial assistance to the less privilege. He has also 
created job opportunities through vocational courses to 
mention a few through his philanthropic foundations. 
Worried by the infrastructural decay and perpetual 
darkness in a small town called Ajia Community in 
Ibadan, he single handedly donated a 65 megawatts 
turbine rural electric power plant to serve the people of  
the community. 

Engr. Makinde's success in private business is regarded 
as a strong tool for the attainment of  a better Oyo State 
and many believe his unassuming personality cum his 
philanthropy is a plus in his bid to lead Oyo state and 
the people towards a new direction. He is reputed to 
have in his private capacity created over 2,000 jobs for 
Oyo State indigenes alone through his Youth 
Empowerment programmes initiated 8 years ago and 
his promise to help Oyo State's private sector create 
250,000 jobs by 2017is a tonic for the optimism 
expressed by his supporters.

On the other hand, some school of  thought believes his 
greatest strength is also is greatest weakness; with the 
trapping of  Office having swallowed many of  his kind 
in the past. The outgoing Governor Senator Ajimobi is 
described as a pointer to the effects of  the perks of  
Office. Many who knew Ajimobi before he became 
governor said he was quite reserved and unassuming 
until he won his second term and manifested his 
tendencies. They thus expressed fear that, Seyi 
Makinde as a result success most of  his sojourn may get 
carried away by his dizzying heights and become 
disoriented. 

Only time will tell if  Seyi Makinde, described as a 
consummate Nigerian; the husband of  Tamunominini, 
and the loving father of  three children will weather the 
storm and outlive the usual arrogance imbued by high 
Office.

for personal gains. He, however, stated that it is for the 
development of  the State by finding lasting solutions 
to the array of  problems facing the State.

Engr. Seyi Makinde is a recipient of  many Awards and 
recognitions including; the Nigerian Union of  
Journalists  (Oyo State Council) -Laudable 
Contribution to Humanity Merit Award, National 
Association of  Oke-Ogun Students (Ibadan) - Merit 
Award,  Junior Chamber International (JCI) 
University of  Calabar Chapter.-Entrepreneurial 
Excellence Award, CCII National Merit Award and 
the Federal Radio Corporation of  Nigeria (Ibadan) – 
awarded Seyi Makinde “Astute Politician of  the Year 
2018” for his resilience with which he had continued to 
assist the less privileged in the society. An astute Sports 
lover, he is also a recipient of  the Sports Writers 
Association of  Nigeria (Oyo State Chapter)-Gold 

 some school of  thought 
believes his greatest strength 
is also is greatest weakness
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efore	 the	 O'toge	 Tsunami	 that	 swept	Bthrough	 Kwara	 it	 was	 a	 foregone	
conclusion	that	the	Sarakis	had	the	State	

in	 their	 kitty	 forever.	 Many	 observers	 had	
written	 the	 people	 of	 the	 State	 off	 as	 chronic	
conservatives	 and	 mark	 time	 politicians,	 who	
will	merely	 puff	 and	 huff	 but	 fizzle-out	 at	 the	
zero	hour.	The	results	of	the	2019	Elections	must	
have	greatly	altered	these	views	previously	held	
of	the	people.

One	 of	 the	 main	 architects	 of	 the	 political	
revolution	 is	 no	 doubt	 the	 businessman	 cum	
philanthropist	 turned	 Politician	 and	 governor	
elect	 Abdul-Rahman	 Abdulrazak.	 	 The	 oil	
Magnate	 is	 from	 a	 family	 with	 a	 long	 list	 of	
successful	 Politicians,	 businessmen	 and	
philanthropists	 including	his	brother,	Dr.	Alimi	
Abdul-Razaq	who	was	 the	Peoples	Democratic	
Party	PDP	Kwara	State	Governorship	candidate	
in	 1999	 and	 his	 sister	 Senator	 Khairat	 Razaq-
Gwadabe	 was	 the	 Senator	 representing	 the	
Federal	Capital	Territory	from	1999	to	2003.	

th
He	was	born	58	years	ago	on	the	5 	of	February,	in	
Zaria	in	modern	day	Kaduna	to	Alhaji	AGF	Abdul	
Razaq	(SAN),	a	prominent	statesman	and	the	first	
Legal	 Counsel	 from	Northern	Nigeria	who	was	
active	in	the	fight	for	Nigeria's	Independence	and	
later	became	a	Federal	Minister	in	1965	during	
the	First	Republic.

With	 the	 family	 pedigree	 and	 background	 it	
didn't	 come	 as	 a	 surprise	 to	 those	 who	 were	
aware	 that	 the	 successful	 businessman,	 Abdul	
Rahman	is	also	a	politician.	He	contested	for	the	
office	of	governor	as	the	CPC	candidate	in	Kwara	
State	 but	 lost	 to	 PDP's	 Abdulfattah	 Ahmed	 in	
2011.	

A	goal	getter	and	tenacious	fighter,	he	in	the	2015	
General	Elections	ran	on	 the	PDP	ticket	 for	 the	
Kwara	Central	Senatorial	Seat,	although	he	lost,	
he	was	back	in	October	2018	at	the	APC's	keenly	
contested	 direct	 primaries	 and	 Abdul	 Rahman	
won	the	party's	governorship	Ticket
	
Abdul	 Rahman	 has	 over	 the	 years	 consistently	
criticized	malfeasance	 and	 poor	 governance	 in	
his	home	State,	Kwara	which	he	considers	as	one	
of	least	developed	states	in	Nigeria.	He	believes	
the	state	deserves	a	clean	break	from	the	status	
quo,	 presenting	 himself	 as	 a	 dependable	
alternative	wealth	creator	and	effective	manager	
of	human	and	material	resources.

KWARA STATE 
GOVERNOR ELECT
Abdul Rahman 

Abdulrazak
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His	philanthropy	predates	his	foray	into	partisan	
politics	 with	 various	 programmes	 including	
educational	 support	 and	 scholarships	 for	
indigent	 indigenes,	 and	 provision	 of	 potable	
water	in	disadvantaged	areas	of	the	state.	Abdul-
Rahman's	empowerment	has	touched	the	 lives	
of	 women	 and	 youths	 through	 vocational	
training,	provision	of	start-up	capital	and	tools	of	
trade	for	vocational	and	small	scale	businesses.

Abdul	 Rahman	was	 recorded	 to	 have	 donated	
Braille,	 educational	 aids	and	equipment	 to	 the	
School	of	the	Blind	in	Ilorin	and	Pacelli	School	of	
the	Blind	in	Lagos.	His	philanthropy	transcends	
Kwara	State	or	Nigeria	and	he	has	been	involved	
in	Corporate	Social	Responsibility	projects	and	
donations	in	Cote	D	Ívoire	where	he	partnered	
with	 the	 Children	 of	 Africa	 Foundation	whose	
brainchild	is	the	Mother-Child	Hospital.	

.	His	Company	also	went	ahead	 to	become	 the	
first	 indigenous	 company	 to	 lift	 crude	 oil	 and	
petroleum	products	to	the	United	States,	Europe	
and	Asia.

He	 is	reputed	to	be	vastly	knowledgeable	with	
interests	 in	 agriculture, 	 construction, 	
information	 technology,	 shipping	 and	 real	
estate. 	 He	 is	 a	 consultant	 to	 various	
multinational	 oil	 companies	 and	 governments	
including	Ghana	and	Cote	D'Ívoire.

Abdul	Rahman	attended	Capital	School	Kaduna	
between	1966	and	1968;	Bishop	Smith	Memorial	
School	 Ilorin	 between	 1970	 and	 1971;	 and	
Government	 College	 Kaduna.	 Abdul	 Rahman	
opted	 to	 become	 an	 entrepreneur	 thereafter	
became	an	Entrepreneur	at	a	very	tender	age	and	
has	made	a	success	of	it.	

Having	made	a	success	of	his	personal	 life,	 it	 is	
taken	for	granted	that	he	stands	a	great	chance	of	
making	 great	 success	 of	 governance.	 However,	
governance	 experts	 are	quick	 to	point	 out	 that	
there	is	a	wide	gap	between	Public	and	Private	
enterprise	 and	 that	 more	 often	 than	 not	 the	
successful	 private	 businessman	 ends	 up	 as	 a	
massive	failure	in	Public	business.	

Abdul	 Rahman	 has	 never	 had	 any	 public	
experience	 and	 this	 no	 doubt	 will	 affect	 his	
relationship	as	he	has	the	tendency	of	attempting	
to	run	the	state	like	a	personal	fiefdom	which	will	
definitely	set	him	against	the	Political	class	and	
the	 people	 which	 will	 possibly	 collapse	 his	
government.	He	also	will	 have	 to	 contend	with	
the	 various	 Political	 heavyweights	 within	 the	
Party	 and	 the	 State	 and	 some	 have	 said	 any	
attempt	by	him	to	chase	the	past	might	upend	his	
strides	and	eventually	cost	him	dearly.	

His	Campaign	had	no	distinct	message	except	for	
the	need	to	chase	away	the	Saraki	Oligarchy	and	
its	 cronies,	 subsequently,	 quite	 a	 number	 of	
political	observers	are	skeptical	about	the	focus	
of	the	drive	of	his	government	and	feel	he	might	
trash	 around	 for	 most	 of	 his	 tenure	 in	 Office.	
However,	 if	 he	 is	 able	 to	 run	 the	 State	 affairs	
without	 getting	 on	 a	 collision	 course	 with	 the	
political	elements	in	the	state,	Kwara	may	be	on	
the	road	to	the	top	among	the	comity	of	States.	

Abdul Rahman is described as a 
consummate businessman 

who founded the first 
Nigerian indigenous oil  and 

gas trading companies, 
NOPA Oil Services and 

First Fuels Services Company 
at the age of  31
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“.......on�our�assumption�of�office�as�the�Management,�we�

have� embarked� on� a� single� minded� pursuit� of� the�

development�of� this� great�Polytechnic�by� sustaining� the�

gains� of� the� previous� administration,� consolidating� and�

improving�on�what�we�have�on�ground�

so�that�the�Polytechnic's�vision�will�be�

attained......”�These�were�the�words�of�

ESV�Abdullahi�Alhassan�Ahmed,�the�

Rector,�Federal�Polytechnic,�Nasarawa�
th

during�the�34 �Matriculation�ceremony�
thof�the�Polytechnic�held�on�10 �March,�

2018,� just� one� month� of� his�

appointment� as� the�Acting�Rector� of�

the�Polytechnic.�One�(1)�year�down�the�

lane,�Abdullahi�Alhassan�has�matched�

his�words�with�actions�by�working�un-

relentlessly� in� repositioning� the�

Polytechnic� to� be� among� the� leading� Polytechnics� in�

Nigeria.

Abdullahi�Alhassan�Ahmed�took�over�the�stewardship�of�
ththe�Polytechnic�as�an�Acting�Rector�on�30 �January,�2018,�

thfollowing� the� successful� completion� of� tenure� of� the� 6 �

substantive�Rector,�Professor�Shettima�Abdulkadir�Saidu.�

He�was� until� his� appointment� as� the�Acting�Rector,� the�

Deputy� Rector� (Administration),� having� worked� in� the�

Polytechnic�for�over�twenty�(20)�years�and�held�different�

positions�of�responsibilities.

His� all-inclusive� leadership� style� has� so� much� affected�

every� facet� of� the� Polytechnic� development,� including�

Academic,� Infrastructural� and� Human� Capacity�

development,� such� that� the�Polytechnic�was� transformed�

just�within�a�year�of�his�administration.�

Suffice�to�say�that�his�appointment�as�
ththe� 7 � substantive� Rector� of� the�

Polytechnic� by� the� President� and�

Commander-in-Chief� of� Armed�

Forces,� President� Muhammadu�

Buhari,�GCFR�could�best�be�described�

the�theory�of�matching�the�right�people�

with�the�right�job!

�

Just�few�months�of�his�assumption�of�

office,� as� the� Acting� Rector,� the�
thPolytechnic�hosted�its�9 �convocation�ceremony,�which�had�

lingered� for� many� years.� Thousands� of� students� were�

awarded�National�Diploma�and�Higher�National�Diploma�

Certificate,�and�four�(4)�eminent�Nigerians�were�awarded�

with� the� Fellowship� of� Federal� Polytechnic� Nasarawa�

(FFPN).�Reading�out�his�achievement�during�the�five�(5)�

months� in� office,� it� beats� one's� imagination� the� zeal,�

dedication,�enthuasm�of�the�kind�of�a�good�leader�Abdullahi�

is.�His�plans�for�the�Polytechnic,�as�read�in�his�convocation�

speech,�were�evidence�that�depicts�the�focus�and�purposeful�

leadership�skill�of�Abudllahi�Alhassan.

TAKING THE FEDERAL POLYTECHNIC
NASARAWA TO THE NEXT LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT
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�He�stated�that�“........in�the�past�few�months,�Management,�

under� my� leadership,� has� taken� giant� strides� and� have�

identified�and�prioritized�the�major�challenges�facing�the�

Polytechnic,� and�we�have� taken� the� bull� by� the� horn� in�

addressing�these�challenges,�among�them,�the�hosting�of�
ththis� combined� 9 � Convocation� Ceremony,� which� had�

lingered�for�years,�the�last�ceremony�having�taken�place�in�

2013.......”.�

Other� notable� achievement� of� his� administration�within�

this�short�period�of�time�was�the�successful�accreditation�

and/or�reaccreditation�of�all�the�academic�programmes�of�

the� Institution,� while� efforts�

are� being� intensified� to�

i n t r oduce � more � v i ab l e �

programmes,�especially�in�the�

field�of�Science,�Technical�and�

Vocational� education.� At� the�

moment,� the� facilities� for�

Mechatronics� Department�

have�been� supplied,� installed� and� staff� trained,� giving� a�

signal� to� the� commencement� of� National� Diploma� in�

Mechatronics�Engineering�very�soon.�This�is�in�addition�to�

increasing�the�carrying�capacity�of�the�Institution�and�also�

remarkable� effort� was� made� to� commence� Degree�

Programmes�in�affiliation�with�some�top�ranking�Nigerian�

Universities,� as� already� one� of� these� Universities� had�

granted� Approval-in-Principle� for� the� Polytechnic� to�

commence� the�Degree�programmes� in� ten� (10)�different�

courses,�which�may�commence�from�the�next�Academic�

session.

In� its� quest� to� providing� conducive� environment� for�

teaching,�research�and�learning,�the�current�administration�

under� the� able� leadership� of�Abdullahi�Alhassan�Ahmed�

ensured� the� rehabilitation�of�many� structures/facilities� in�

the� school,� including� classrooms� and� students'� hostels,�

while�some�of�the�ongoing�projects�(Lecture�Halls,�Office�

Complex,� ICT� Complex,� Auditorium� etc)� were� either�

c o m p l e t e d � o r � n e a r i n g �

completion,�just�within�one�year�

of� un-relented� and� purposeful�

action.�

In� the� area� of� Human�Capacity�

Development,� many� staff� were�

awarded� scholarship� to� acquire�

additional� qualifications� (PhD�

and�MSc)�both�within�and�outside�Nigeria.�Also�many�staff�

attended�Conferences,�Workshops� and�Seminars� through�

the�Institutional�sponsorship.

The�issue�of�students'�welfare�is�another�major�important�

focus�of�the�current�administration,�as�a�brand�new�30-seater�

bus�was�procured�and�also�the�grounded�buses�in�the�school�

were�resuscitated�to�ease�students'�movement�from�students'�

village�to�the�main�campus.

Abdullahi,� who� was� among� the� pioneer� students� of� the�

Polytechnic�and�later�a�staff�for�over�twenty�(20)�years,�has�

indeed� brought� his� wealth� of� experience� to� bear,� by�

transforming� the�Polytechnic,� just�within�his�one�year�of�

purposeful�leadership.�The�landmark�achievement�recorded�

within�his�first�year�in�office�is�a�clear�indication�that�the�

Federal�Polytechnic,�Nasarawa�is�surely�moving�to�a�fruitful�

NEXT�LEVEL!�

At�the�moment,�the�facilities�for�

Mechatronics�Department�

have�been�supplied,�

installed�and�staff�trained

Abdullahi,�who�was�among�
the�pioneer�students�of�

the�Polytechnic�and�later�a�staff�for�
over�twenty�(20)�years,�has�indeed�

brought�his�wealth�of�experience�to�bear
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igeria as a rainbow nation is one of  the blessed 

Ncountry in the world with abundant resources. 

The natural resources cut across the geo political 

zones that made up Nigeria. For instance,  Lagos, Edo, Ondo, 

Ogun produce Bitumen while  Ondo, Enugu produce coal. 

The Oil and gas producing states are Akwa Ibom, Abia, 

Bayelsa, Edo, Delta, Rivers, Imo while  Edo, Ebonyi, 

Kaduna, Oyo produces Gold. Similarly, there are states in 

Nigeria that produce Iron ore which are Benue, Anambra, 

Kogi State, Kwara, Delta State; Lead and zinc are produced in 

Ebonyi, Benue, Ogoja, Kano. The salt producing states are 

Akwa Ibom, Abia, Ebonyi, Cross River while  Tin is 

produced in Jos, Bauchi.

  

More so, there are Agricultural resources that are extremely 

important for the country's economic purposes just like the 

mineral resources. They are not only used for export and 

trading like the mineral ones, but they also can be consumed 

directly by Nigerian people. Here is the list of  the important 

agricultural resources in the country, and the states where you 

can find them. Cocoa  is produced in Edo, Anambra, Imo, 

Kwara, Ondo, Ogun, Osun, Oyo while  Coffee is produced in 

Kwara, Bauchi, Osun. Katsina, Kano, Niger, Kwara, Sokoto 

produce cotton while Ebonyi, Katsina, Sokoto, Kano, Niger 

produce groundnut and Kola nut is produced in Ogun, Oyo, 

Osun, Kwara. At the same time, Oil palm is produced in Akwa 

Ibom, Imo, Anambra, Oyo, Aba while plantain is from Ogun, 

Oyo, Osun. Rubber is produced in Delta, Cross River, Ogun, 

Edo. Sugarcane from Sokotoand  Timber from Edo, Ogun, 

Delta respectively. 

When one traces the trajectory of  these resources, one would 

agree with the fact that Nigerians should not and never be 

enlisted among the countries with high rate of  poverty. Worse 

still, Nigeria is among the countries topping the table of  

impoverished country.  Where did we get it wrong?

There are many factors bedeviling this great country which 

have been keeping Nigeria to maintain a back sit among 

comity of  nations. One of  the major problem bedeviling the 

MENTAL HEALTH AND  
SOCIAL ORIENTATION 

The problem of  drug abuse, 
mental health, 

corruption emanated
 from social orientation
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young population in Nigeria who are tagged the leaders of  

tomorrow is drug abuse. There have been several attempts to 

trace the genesis of  this menace among the growing 

population in Nigeria and most of  the time different analyst 

have come to the conclusion that 'We Nigerians are the cause 

of  our woes'

The problem of  drug abuse, mental health, corruption 

emanated from social orientation. These problems maintain 

concatenations which are logically connected as one leads to 

other. Drug abuse is a major public health problem all over the 

world. The use and abuse of  drugs by adolescents have 

become one of  the most disturbing health related phenomena 

in Nigeria and other parts of  the world. Several school going 

adolescents experience mental health programme, either 

temporarily or for a long period of  time. Some become insane, 

maladjusted to school situations and eventually drop out of  

school. Many of  these problems are characterised by number 

of  factors. It didn't just come and some of  these emanated 

from the curiosity to experiment the unknown facts about 

drugs which then motivates adolescent into drug use. The first 

experience in drug abuse produces a state of  arousal such as 

happiness and pleasure which in turn motivate them to 

continue and also peer group Influence and plays a major role 

in influencing many adolescents into drug abuse. 

Peer pressure is an ever present stage of  teenage and youth life. 

As they try to depend less on parents, they show more 

dependency on their friends. In Nigeria, as other parts of  the 

world, one may not enjoy the company of  others unless he 

conforms to their norms and this has contributed immensely to 

mental health of  many Nigerians. Similarly, lack of  parental 

supervision has led to many youths being neck deep into drug 

as many parents have no time to supervise their sons and 

daughters. Some parents have little or no interaction with 

family members, while others put pressure on their children to 

pass exams or perform better in their studies. These 

phenomena initialize and increases drug abuse. Many 

children would prefer to be under drugs before reading which 

gradually makes them to be mentally derailed. 

Personality Problems due to socio-economic Conditions have 

been found to abuse drugs. The social and economic status of  

most Nigerians is below poverty level. Poverty is widespread 

like harmattan fire ravaging several communities and families. 

Broken homes and unemployment is on the increase, therefore 

our youths roam the streets looking for employment or resort 

to begging. These situations have been aggravated by lack of  

skills, opportunities for training and re-training and lack of  

committed action by the government and corporate bodies to 

promote job creation.

 Frustration arising from these problems has led to recourse in 

drug abuse for temporarily removing the tension and problems 

arising from it. The Need for Energy to work for long hours, 

the increasing economic deterioration that leads to poverty 

and disempowerment of  the people has driven many parents to 

send their children out in search of  a means of  earning 

The�use�and�abuse�of�drugs�by�

adolescents�have�become�one�of�the�

most�disturbing�health�related�phenomena�

in�Nigeria�and�other�parts�of�the�world
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something for contribution to family income. These children 

engage in hawking, bus conducting, helping to carry loads at 

motor parks, scavenging, serving in food canteens etc and are 

prone to drug usage so as to gain more energy to work for long 

hours and when the repercussion of  substance abuse occurs, it 

leads to mental health problem. Many of  these problems 

suffered by the youths are connected to the social orientation 

of  many Nigerians due to lack of  proper family upbringing 

and the ever present economic problems confronting an 

average Nigerian daily. The entertainment industry is fond of   

unleashing salacious contents under the stench of  beat and 

has kept many youths on a detailed lane because the tendency 

of  practicing what is seen in the video is high going by the 

research conducted on influence of  television on the 

behavioral pattern of  children and youths (Cultivation 

Theory). Many of  these lyrics from artistes promote drug 

abuse and immoralities and it is highly unfortunate that many 

youths are drawn in the web of  these societal problems.

Emphatically, there is need to change the social orientation in 

Nigeria so as to maintain a saner environment and enjoy the 

country's resources through family education on drugs. The 

family is the smallest nucleus of  the society hence, the need for 

it to be alive to its responsibilities of  instilling discipline and 

guiding the youths on the best way to be productive and 

responsible to the society.  Parents should give their children 

appropriate education on drug use. They should be 

encouraged by health authorities to offer family education on 

drug abuse to their children. They should inform them of  the 

dangers of  drug abuse and the negative effect on their health, 

society and the nation at large.

Similarly, counseling centers should be established in every 

community by the government or private individuals. 

Qualified health counselors should be employed in helping 

drug addicts or those dependent on drugs by giving them 

special advice on how to go about the withdrawal system and 

designing curricula on drug education. Furthermore, the 

Ministry of  education (State and Federal) should as matters of  

urgency add to the primary and secondary school curricula. 

Drug education should be taught as matter of  urgency and 

necessity.

 The National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) 

should intensify their campaigns on drug abuse in order to 

have a drug free society. The campaign against the use of  

certain drugs and misuse of  drugs should be more intensified 

at the secondary school level because it is the peak of  

adolescent. Also, government and other relevant authorities 

should lunch out campaigns against drug abuse as well as 

dependence on drug.  

An effective study framework which centers on a well-planned 

scheme of  study involving sufficient recreational activities, 

enough resting time and sleep should be emphasized to the 

youths. Thus, such well-planned time table that makes 

adequate provision for rest will enhance good study habit 

without necessary resorting to the use of  drugs to keep 

students artificially awake.

Finally, parents and adults should refrain from using drugs 

indiscriminately in the presence of  youngsters and they should 

discourage their wards/children from associating with 

“unknown” gangs or suspicious neighborhood peer groups 

which serves as gateway into the world of  drug abuse. It is 

believed Nigerian youths are among the most creative youths 

in the world owing to different feats achieved in different fields. 

The trend of  trail blazing in different field will continue so far 

Nigerian youths abstain from substance abuse and when this 

happens then a developed country is on the horizon. God bless 

Nigeria youths.
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omrade�Adams�Aliu�Oshiomhole,�mni,�CON,�the�CNational� Chairman� of� the� All� Progressives�

Congress,�APC,�former�Governor�of�Edo�state�and�

former�President�of�the�Nigerian�Labour�Congress,�NLC.�

Edo�state,�Iyamho�born�legend�is�67.

It�is�based�on�the�quintessential�and�distinct�reputation�of�

the� above� character� that� I�write� thus:-�Comrade�Adams�

Oshiomhole�has�so�far,�proven�to�be�a�pace�setter�in�several�

fronts�in�his�endeavour.

As�a�labour�union�leader,�when�he�was�the�President�of�the�

Nigeria� Labour� Congress,� NLC,� former� President�

Olusegun� Obasanjo,� cannot� forget� in� a� hurry� how�

Oshiomhole� resisted� the�arbitrary� increase� in� fuel�pump�

price� and� the� way� he� agitated� for� a� rise� in� workers'�

salaries…his�relentless�defense�of�the�rights,�privileges�and�

welfare� of� the� working� class� during� his� tenure� as� the�

President�of�the�NLC,�is�exemplary.

Again,� when� Comrade� Adams� Oshiomhole� was� the�

governor� of� Edo� state,� he� fought� the� godfathers� to� a�

standstill�and�returned�power�back�to�the�people.

The�various�'red-roof'�projects�that�he�executed�across�the�

three�senatorial�districts�of�Edo�state,�the�various�quality�

roads� constructed,� as� well� as� those� rehabilitated,� the�

drilling� of� boreholes� in� areas� where� those� hitherto� in�

government�said�it�was�not�possible�to�get�water�from,�as�

well�as�the�Ewu�and�Ibore�gully�erosion�control�projects,�

the� gully� erosion� that� wrecked� havoc� on� those�

communities,�where� scores�of� lives�and�properties�were�

destroyed.� Again,� the� rehabilitation� of� the� roads� from�

Ehboakhuala�to�Iruekpen�in�Ekpoma,�the�road�from�Irrua,�

through�Usugbenu�to�Ugbegun�and�to�Benin,�plus�several�

others�in�Esan�North�east�and�South�east�local�government�

areas,� are�projects� that� the�Esan�people�will� continually�

thank�and�remember�the�Comrade�Governor�for.

Politically,�first�in�Edo�state,�and�now�at�the�national�level,�

Oshiomhole's� � 'One�Man,�One�vote'�mantra,�sent�a�clear�

message�to�the�godfathers�and�those�that�see�themselves�as�

sacred�cows;�that�electioneering�is�no�longer�what�it�used�to�

be,� but� an� all� inclusive� exercise� as� it� is� a� democratic�

process.

OSHIOMHOLE: 

THE PATHFINDER IN A 
TROUBLED SOCIETY

Comrade�Adams�Oshiomhole's�oratory�prowess,�backed�by�

his�ever�agile�and�good-to-go�spirit�of�a�dogged�fighter�for�

what� he� believes� in,� always� make� him� to� overcome� all�

barricades�set�for�him�by�his�adversaries.�This�was�evidently�

displayed�when�he�was�the�governor�of�Edo�state,�and�now,�

as�the�national�Chairman�of�the�All�Progressives�Congress,�

APC.��

Several�people�have�written�their�names�in�gold�with�respect�

to� what� they� believe� in,� and� lived� their� lives� for.� It� is�

noteworthy� to�say� that�Comrade�Adams�Oshiomhole�has�

written� his� name� in� gold�with� respect� to� his� rugged� and�

dogged�fight�for�the�oppressed�and�down�trodden�masses,�

also�in�his�radical�reforms�in�the�All�Progressives�Congress,�

APC,�and�his�exemplary�show�that,�to�be�in�government,�is�

to�be�ready�to�work�for�the�betterment�of�the�society�such�

that,�when�you�eventually�leave�government,�your�service�

will�be�remembered�by�all.

If�Nigeria�could�have�one�'Oshiomhole'�in�every�state�of�the�

federation,� including� the�Federal�Capital�Territory,�FCT,�

the� country� will� definitely� ride� on� a� trajectory� of� rapid�

development…�this�makes�Adams�Oshiomhole�a�pathfinder�

in�a�troubled�society.

In�view�of�the�foregoing,�on�behalf�of�my�family,�the�entire�

people�of�Esan�Central�constituency�that�I�represent�in�Edo�

state�House�of�Assembly,�EDHA,�the�people�of�Esanland,�

the�entire�Members�of�the�6th�Assembly�of�EDHA,�and�the�

in-coming�Members� of� the7th�Assembly,� I� wish� the� the�

astute,� and� shrewd� national� Chairman� of� the� All�

Progressives�Congress,�the�Pathfinder�in�a�troubled�society,�

Comrade�Adams�Oshiomhole,�a�Happy�Birthday�at�67,�and�

also�wish�him�more�of�God's�grace�as�he�continue� in�his�

leadership� role� in� our� dear� state,� Edo� state� and� country,�

Nigeria.

.
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Rejoicing with 

COMRADE @�67 67 67 
Visionary, dedicated, goal getter, team player, ebullient, 

persistently tireless, defender of democracy. 

Sir today and every day, I pray that God will give you 

long life and prosperity, you will continue to age graciously 

in peace and to the glory of the almighty.

HBD Sir, 

Solidarity Forever 
   

OLUWOLE BADMUS 

CELEBRATING 

BIG DADDY 
 @ 67 
Dad, you are one in a Million. 

Actually, one in a Trillion. 
In other words, 

you are one of a kind. 
The Very Best, Most Loving Kind. 

   
Happy Birthday Sir!

KHALIFA�OSHIOMHOLE�
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DECONGESTION OF NIGERIA PRISONS AND 
SOCIAL REHABILITATION OF FREED INMATES

Th e  c o r r e c t i o n a l  

p u r p o s e  o f  

establishing prisons 

for the betterment of  the 

society has been defeated 

w i t h  t h e  m e n a c e  o f  

c o n ge s t i o n  i n  va r i o u s  

categories of  prisons in the 

country. In Nigeria today 

statistics shows that not less 

than 70 percent of  inmates 

languishing in various prisons are suspects awaiting 

trial while the other 30 percent are mostly young 

Nigerians who are held because they cannot afford 

meager fines as alternative to prisons.

Well meaning Nigerians in position of  authority needs 
to pounder over the danger of  having a high number of  
the productive age bracket as pre trials prisoners 
without adequate facilities and necessary recovery 
programmes. This have continually exposes the 
fundamental flaws of  our penal management system 
and inefficient Criminal Justice Administration, 
prisons are meant for reformations and correction 
rather than punishment.

Nigeria prison has degraded so badly to a state where 
we breed new criminals instead of  reforming them, 
subjecting them to horrible and degrading conditions 
given them punishment exceeding the crimes 
committed, in the process rendering inmates 
physically and psychologically damaged in an 

u n c a r i n g  e nv i r o n m e n t .   
Report has it that the Nigeria 
Prison Service is fast losing 
control over the inmates with 
high level of  criminal activities 
going on in various prisons, 
from narcotics to child 
p r o s t i t u t i o n ,  s o d o m y,  
abortions and even outright 
murder.

The trend of  activities in 
M a i d u g u r i  M a x i m u m  

Security Prison is a stark reality of  the wildest 
imaginations. The chronicle experience, inmates of  the 
prison are subjected to as a result of  criminal 
conspiracy, for some reasons things have gone terribly 
bad to a state of  sexual exploitation, where 
homosexuality is the order of  the day. Stronger inmates 
harvest the weaker ones for sex sometime with the 
cooperation of  prison officials, female inmates are also 
traffic for sex with senior prison officers in exchange for 
cash.

Nigeria prisons are characterized by overcrowding, 
widespread of  diseases, poor ventilation poor feeding 
and poor medical attention. The management of  

Well meaning Nigerians in position of  
authority needs to pounder over the danger 

of  having a high number  of  the 
productive age bracket as 

4pre trials prisoners without adequate facilities 
and necessary recovery programmes
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nation can have an internationally accepted prison 
system.

The Prison Service has continued to make front news in 
the media either when some influential persons, 
especially politicians, are sent there on remand-they 
never stay beyond a few days because of  the 'harshness' 
of  the place compared to their comfortable homes and 
offices. Another time there is a serious national 
discourse on the Service is when there is a security 
breach, like jail breaks or riot. All these take place even 
as the Service continues to contend with an overflowing 
congestion of  pre-trial prisoners despite multiple 
Government decongestion projects.

It has been identified that non-implementation of  
prisons reforms recommendations as the major 
challenge confronting the Nigeria prisons. The truth is 
that the decongestion project of  the Government has 
continued to recycle prison inmates who go out 
temporarily, raise more persons like them to further 
populate the prison yards and return again to where 
they prefer to live since life outside the prison is still 
'harsh and unfriendly'. For how long are we going to 
continue is this national error and lack of  will to deal 
with the basic problems of  the masses which include 
poverty, unemployment, underemployment, idleness, 
laziness, dearth of  social amenities, among others?

The Criminal Justice Act which was passed in 2015 is a 
step in the right direction but much more still needs to 
be done to make the provisions of  the document 
effective. If  the Act is reviewed to address existing gaps 
and diligently implemented, the poorly advised 
decongestion project will no longer be necessary. 
Rather, the time, energy, money and other valuable 
resources being expended on the project will be 
channeled to the ever increasing needs of  the Prisons 
Service. 

The irony is even that only a few states in the country 
have shown willingness to domesticate the Act, which 
laudable provisions include the use of  non-custodial 
sentencing administration and the speedy dispensation 

Nigeria Prison has continue to lament that Ikoyi, 
Port Harcourt, Kirikiri, Enugu, Warri, Kaduna, 
Katsina and some other major prisons in the 
country are keeping inmates population that 
surpasses their original capacity. Report revealed 
that the Kirikiri Maximum Security Prison in 
Lagos is overcrowded by 250 percent. The prison 
originally built for 956 inmates is today occupied by 
over 2600 inmates of  which majority are awaiting 
trial.

Nigeria prison facilities are overstretched to a level 
where loopholes in prison formation enables 
jailbreaks, most of  the prisons built since the 
colonial days now in obsolete conditions without 
proper renovation and still in use like that. Jail 
breaks have occurred in Kuje, Koton-kafe, Nsukka 
and Minna Prison facilities. The latest was in 
Minna where a whole 200 inmates escaped most of  
them on death row. This is not funny! For some 
persons to be so daring to attack prisons where 
hardened offenders are kept calls for a rethink by 
our security high command. Any breakdown in 
law in any prisons, especially under the internal 
security challenge Nigeria has faced for almost a 
decade is not in our societal or national interest.

It is on record that concerned stakeholders have 
joined hands with the Nigerian Prisons Service 
since the return to democratic governance in 1999 
to seek for an improved prison administration. The 
effort has only yielded a few positive results. The 
Prison Bill was one of  the oldest in the National 
Assembly which was not considered a security risk 
to delay the passage of  the bill. When the bill was 
eventual passed just before the end of  the 7th 
National Assembly, it was riddled with several 
unresolved issues which if  not addressed will 
further worsen the state of  prisons in Nigeria. 
Events show that more work still needs to be done 
by Government and other stakeholders before the 

The Criminal Justice Act which 

was passed in 2015 is a step in the 

right direction but much more still

 needs to be done to make the 

provisions of  the document effective
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of  pre-trial cases in courts. This is another issue which 
Government at all levels should take very serious 
because of  the many adverse effects of  insecurity, 
especially where prison inmates break-out due to 
inhuman environment in the yard caused by 
overcrowded cells and other human element issues.

The problem of  congestion, especially among pre-trial 
prisoners, has continued to be wrongly addressed even 
after decades of  independence. Releasing the pre-trial 
prisoner without giving them the opportunity to be 
reformed and rehabilitated puts the life of  the victim of  
the crime and that of  other members of  the society to 
which he returns at great risk. Untreated prisoner may 
face some grievous risks, attack by his victims as a 
revenge, rejection by his family, stigmatization, 
unemployment, hunger, poverty and possibly lure to 
re-offend.

Lack of  participation in reformation and 
rehabilitation programmes by pre-trial prisoners 
because they are adjudged innocent by law, leaves 
them with no other option than to return to crime. The 
return of  pre-trial prisoners from prison makes those 
of  them who have become too old and weak for on-the-
spot participation in criminal activities to start 
indoctrinating unguided youths and juveniles into a 
life of  crime. Because a greater percentage of  those 
freed by Chief  Judges of  states who visit prisons for jail 
delivery and those who benefit from the Federal 
Government occasional decongestion projects have no 
home or gainful employment to return to, they find 
their way back to crime and to prison.

International standard, projects prisons as a 
reformation and correctional institution, inmates 
should be released as positively changed persons 
positioned for positive contribution to societal growth 
and development, well coordinated rehabilitation 

programmes for ex-prisoners by Government must be 
vigorously pursued at all times. This will promote their 
purposeful reintegration in the society. 

Expansion, renovation and re-construction work in the 
affected prisons by the NPS, in addition to upgrading 
the facilities used by inmates is, therefore, necessary. 
Without doubt, this will enhance the human capital 
development capacity of  the prisons where cases of  
congestion exits.

It has also been suggested, just as with other institutions 
currently under the control of  the Federal Government 
alone, that with the obvious financial burden involved 
in funding prisons nationwide, there is the need for the 
amendment of  the country's Constitution to place the 
prisons in the Concurrent, rather than the, Exclusive 
list. This will allow the states to share in the 
responsibility for the benefit of  the country.

Of  course, this should come with greater funding and 
will bring prisons, scattered all over the country, closer 
to a nearer tier of  government.  There is also the urgent 
need to enhance the criminal justice delivery system in 
the country. With available statistics on the number of  
awaiting trial inmates, the speedy resolution of  cases 
should be prioritized as part of  the on-going reforms by 
the judiciary.

In line with the powers conferred on them, prison visits 
by Chief  Judges should be a continued exercise. Apart 
from serving as an oversight function with the benefit 
that they will get back to the authorities on the state of  
the prisons, such visits, in the past, had witnessed the 
review of  cases and the release of  inmates. This 
demonstrates that not all manner of  inmates should 
necessarily remain in the prisons, especially, with the 
nation's experience, this adds to the problem of  
congestion.

The responsibility of  curbing the problem lies with the 
Nigeria Prisons Service, the judiciary and the 
regulators of  the prisons. Also, if  the agents of  society 
charged with imparting moral values on the citizenry 
go about this role with greater vigour, it will impact on 
the realization of  a crime-free society.

Lack�of�participation�in�reformation�and�

rehabilitation�programmes�by�

pre-trial�prisoners�because�they�are�

adjudged�innocent�by�law,�leaves�them�

with�no�other�option�than�to�return�to�crime.�
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Mr.�Akinwunmi�Ambode,�the�outgoing�Governor�

of�Lagos�State�may�have�etched�his�name�in�the�

annals� of� Nigeria� with� the�

various�events�that�marked�his�single�

Term�as�the�number�one�citizen�of�

the�State.

He�emerged�from�the�blues�through�

the� machinations� of� the� political�

human�capital�spinning�wheel�of�the�

generalissimo� of� the� South� West�

politics� and� Leader� of� the� All�

Progressive� Congress� (APC),�

Asiwaju� Bola� Ahmed� Tinubu� and�

was� received� with� a� lot� of�

misgivings�from�Politicians�who�saw�

him�as�an�outsider.

Following�a�grueling�contest�between�him�and�some�of�the�

other� better� known� aspirants� like� Supo� Sasore� and� Femi�

Hamzat,�Commissioners� for� Justice/�Attorney�General� and�

Works�respectively�in�Babatunde�Fashola's�Administration;at�

the� APC� Primaries� held� at� the� Teslim� Balogun� Stadium,�

Surulere,�Mr.�Akinwunmi�Ambode�emerged� the�Party� flag�

bearer�for�the�gubernatorial�Election.

The�relatively�unknown�Akinwunmi�Ambode�went�ahead�to�

defeat�Mr.�Jimi�Agbaje�of�the�Peoples�Democratic�Party�to�
th thbecome�the14 and�the�5 Executive�Governor�of�Lagos�State�

thand�he�was�sworn�into�Office�on�the�29 �of�May,�2015�at�an�

elaborate�ceremony�at�the�Tafawa�Balewa�Square,�Lagos�by�

the�Chief�Justice�of�Lagos�State�at�the�time.

Many�a�number�of�Lagosians�were�still�swirling�in�daze�of�

Fashola's�strides�in�Office�and�there�was�a�lot�of�skepticism�

concerning�the�new�Administration�despite�the�fact�that�the�

incoming�Governor�had�blazed�a�number�of�trails�as�a�Civil�

Servant�in�Lagos,�including�the�record�of�being�the�youngest�

Accountant� General/� Permanent� Secretary� Ministry� of�

Finance�and�Auditor�General�of�Lagos�State�at�different�times�

in�his�checkered�career.

Armed� with� a� manifesto� titled,�

“Making � Lagos � Work � for �

Everyone”,�Governor�Akinwunmi�

Ambode�set�out�with�a�clear�vision�

that�aimed�at�addressing�the�issues�

of� Insecurity,� Infrastructure�

deficiency,� economy� growth,�

s o c i a l � we l f a r e � a nd � g ood �

governance.

As� many� observers� attest� to� the�

giant�strides�attained�in�the�areas�of�

S e c u r i t y , � E c o n om i c � g r ow t h , �

Infrastructural� advancement,� Tourism� and� Social� welfare�

pivoted� on� inclusive� governance� during� the� eventful� four�

years.�

Despite�his�saying�that�Governance�is�not�a�100�meters�dash,�it�

is�apt� to�say�that�Governor�Ambode�hit� the�ground�running�

with�his�people�oriented�programmes�kicking�off�in�the�very�

first�year�of�his�tenure.�Within�weeks�after�his�inauguration,�he�

carried�out�sweeping�realignments�in�several�government�units�

and�departments,�including,�the�creation�of�Office�of�Overseas�

Affairs� and� Investment� (Lagos� Global),� Office� of� Civic�

Engagement� and�Ministry� of�Wealth� Creation.� � To� reduce�

waste,� erase� duplication� of� tasks� and� roles� and� enhance�

efficiency,� he� also�merged� the� Office� of�Works,� Office� of�

Infrastructure,� Office� of� Drainage� Services� and� Office� of�

Environmental�Services.

AmBode Makes 

history 

Today, his single Term may have become 

a reference point and the bottom-line for 

measuring good governance and 

performance in Lagos State
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Within�a�short�period�of�time,�the�financial�master�craftsman�

uppedthe�Revenue�Generation�tactics�and�raised�the�Revenue�

base�of�the�State�to�30�Billion�Naira�Monthly�within�the�first�

two�years.�However,�the�figure�is�currently�said�to�be�hovering�

between�40�and�42�Billionand�still�rising.�

Security� is� one� key� aspect� of� the� challenges� facing� every�

modern� city� across� the� globe� and� tackling� insecurity� was�

given�top�priority�attention�under�the�watch�of�Mr.�Ambode.�

The�first�significant�step�was�premised�on�the�fact�that�most�

criminal�activities�are�perpetrated�under�the�shade�of�darkness�

and� the�Governor� launched� the� very� successful� “operation�

light�up�Lagos”,�which�kick-started�with�the�commissioning�

of�Street�Lights�along�the�36kilometers�stretch�of�the�Agege�

Motor�road�from�Ile�Zik�to�Sango�Toll�Gate�on�the�fringes�of�
rdOgun�State.�More�roads,�including�the�3 �Mainland�Bridge,�

Ikorodu�Road�and�several�others�have�since�been�lighted�and�

powered�independently.

He� rebranded� and� re-equipped� the� Rapid� Response� Squad�

from�a�mere�sitting�duck,�responding�to�distress�calls�from�

miles�away�to�a�proactive�force�with�pin�down�points�across�

the�State.�Our�observation�reveals�that�there�is�hardly�a�stretch�

of�Lagos�major� roads�without� at� least� one� pin� down�point�

within�a�space�of�one�kilometer.�In�the�same�vein�the�hitherto�

ragtag�State�owned�security�outfit,�the�Neighborhood�Watch�

was�re-kitted,�rebranded�and�refocused�into�a�more�decent�and�

respectable� organisation� and� renamed� the� Lagos� State�

Security�and�Neighborhood�Corp.

All�the�security�Agencies�operating�in�Lagos�State�were�also�

provided� with� operational� vehicles,� motorcycles,� walkie-

talkies,�Repeater�Base�Stations�and�other�security�gadgets�to�

add� there� operations� and� no� doubt,� these� has� drastically�

reduced�the�level�of�insecurity�in�the�State.

Arguably,�the�Ambode�administration�has�been�described�as�

the� most� open� in� terms� of� Citizens� participation� with� its�

involvement�of�the�Community�Development�Associations�in�

governance� through� the� provision� of� funds� to� them� for�

community�projects�and�other�forms�of�intervention�that�has�

made� life�better� in� their�communities.�This� is� including� the�

quarterly� interaction� at� the� Senatorial� level� Town-Hall�

Meetings�with�the�people�where�there�are�opportunities�for�the�

people�to�assess�the�Government�and�at�the�same�time�make�

suggestions� on� expected� projects� and� programmes� in� their�

localities.

People� living� with� disability� in� Lagos� will� not� forget� the�

Administration�and�in�the�words�of�the�Chairman�of�the�body�

Yekini�Lasisi�akaCentury,�“people�living�with�disabilities�will�

not�forget�him�in�a�hurry�as�he�has�changed�the�interaction�of�

Government�with�our�people.�For�the�first�time�in�the�history�of�

the� State,� Mr.� Ambode� ordered� and� supervised� the�

employment�of�250�of�our�members�into�the�Civil�Service�in�

one�fell�swoop,�reorganized�LASODA�and�donated�Buses�to�

our�Organisation.�We�are�indeed�grateful�to�him�and�the�Lagos�

State�Government.”

Tourism�took�another�turn�under�the�Administration�with�the�

annual�One�Lagos�that�has�become�a�part�of�the�International�

Entertainment�Calendar,�while�the�period�also�witnessed�an�

upsurge� in� Sports� Tourism� with� the� IAAF� Bronze� labeled�

Lagos�Marathon�as�its�flagship�and�further�propelled�by�the�

Annual�Lagos�International�Tennis�Classics�among�other�first�

class�events�that�attracts�the�cream�of�the�Sporting�World�to�

Lagos�regularly.�

It�is�on�record�that�several�State�Governments�and�Governors�

in�Nigeria�have�over�the�years�laboured�to�give�the�Youth�a�

sense�of�belonging�with�little�to�show�for�their�efforts.�Within�

just�one�year�of� the�Administration,� the�Lagos�State�Youth�

Policy� was� formulated� through� active� stakeholders'�

participation� and� the� Governor� Mr.� Akinwunmi� Ambode�

signed�it�into�Law�without�delay.

As�part�of�his�people�focused�programmes,�the�Administration�

also�inaugurated�the�25�Billion�Naira�Employment�Trust�Fund�

for�budding�Entrepreneurs,�which�has�aided�the�creation�and�

expansion�of�a�number�of�businesses.�The�administration�also�

went� into� a� bilateral� agreement� with� the� Kebbi� State�

the financial master craftsman 

upped the Revenue Generation tactics

 and raised the Revenue base of  the

 State to 30 Billion Naira Monthly 

within the first two years
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Government�to�produce�the�now�popular�Lake�Rice.�While�the�

Kebbi� State� Government� Plants� the� rice,� Lagos� State�

Government�provides�the�funding�and�has�established�plants�

for� the� agricultural� extension� activities� on� the� harvest;�

providing�Lagosians�with�cheap�rice�and�job�opportunities�in�

one�fell�swoop.

Governor�Akinwunmi�Ambode�has� also� under� the�Rent� to�

own�arrangement�pooled�over�4,500�Homes�for�the�Low�and�

Medium�income�earners.�Under�the�scheme�subscribers�are�

expected�to�pay�5%�of�the�total�sum�and�spread�the�remainder�

over�ten�years.�There�is�no�gainsaying�that�Lagosians�will�be�

having�a�second�opportunity�at�owning�houses�under�the�Low�

and�Medium�housing�scheme�since�the�Jakande�Scheme.

One�key�area�of�good�showing�by�the�Ambode�administration�

was� the� administration� of� justice.� Within� the� four� years�

considered� by� some� as� too� short� to� make� an� impact,� the�

Administration�under�Mr.�Akinwunmi�Ambode�has�been�able�

to� redefine� the� Lagos� State� Judiciary� to� an� extent� that� a�

Nigerian�who�recently�relocated�home�compared�the�justice�

system� to�what� is� obtainable�where�he� lived� in� the�United�

States.

In� order� to� aid� rapid� criminal� and� civil� investigation,� the�

Akinwunmi� Administration� established� the� first� Forensic�

Laboratory� in� Nigeria,� the� Government� also� set� up� the�

Domestic�and�Sexual�Violence�Response�Team�(DSVRT)�to�

reduce� the� recent� preponderance� of� Domestic� and� Sexual�

violence� and� equally� backed� it� with� the� Special� Courts�

towards� mitigating� domestic� violence� and� other� related�

offences�in�the�State.�There�are�also�special�courts�for�the�rapid�

disposal�of�corruption�and�related�offences�and�some�of�the�

biggest� corruption� cases� have� been� disposed� in� the� Lagos�

courts.

Across�Lagos�State�are�several�infrastructural�infusions�that�

have�become�the�bottom-line� in�governance�across�Nigeria�

and�made�Ambode�the�cynosure�of�all�eyes�among�his�peer�in�

the�governors'�Forum.�Some�years�back,�the�journey�from�the�

rdOld�Toll�Gate�to�Berger�Bus�stop�right�before�the�3 �Mainland�

Bridge�used�to�take�about�three�and�a�half�hours.�The�Ambode�

Government�reduced�the�travel�time�to�less�than�forty�Minutes�

with�the�construction�and�expansion�of�bus�stops�at�the�various�

settlements�along�the�Expressway.�This�has�been�described�as�

a� tip� of� the� iceberg� by� keen� observers� from� the� various�

construction�works�going�on�across�the�State.

Among� some� of� the� most� novel� projects� are� the� various�

pedestrian� bridges� across� the� Lagos� State� Expressways�

including�one�at�Ojodu-�Berger�and�Secretariat�Bus�Stops�on�

the� Lagos-� Ibadan� Expressway,� both� of� which� has� been� a�

marvel�to�many�first�time�callers�to�Lagos.�As�a�responsive�

government,� the� Governor� Akinwunmi� Ambode� led�

Government�responded�to�the�yearnings�of�residence�of�Ojota�

and�environs,�when�it�constructed�a�second�pedestrian�bridge�

across�the�Ikorodu�Road�at�Ojota�to�ease�the�pressure�on�the�

existing�bridge.�

The� Government� created� several� bypasses� like� that� at�

Carwash,�Iyana�Oworo,�Ifako-�Ogudu�and�the�Ogudu-�Alapere�

link�Road� to�decongest�major�Lagos�Roads.�What�with� the�

commissioning�of�over�23�Roads�in�one�day�in�Meiran-�Ijaiye�

Area?�This�is�unprecedented�in�the�annals�of�Nigeria�and�there�

is�no�debate�about�that.

A�brief� trip� to�Oshodi�with� the�ongoing�construction�of� the�

Oshodi�Transport�Interchange�which�is�the�first�of�its�kind�in�

Africa�will�definitely�pop�the�eye.�The�construction�has�been�a�

distinct� regeneration�of� the�Oshodi� landscape�with� separate�

buildings�linked�together�by�bridges�with�13�Parks�to�cater�for�

5,� 600� vehicles� daily.�Within� the� complexes� are� shopping�

arcades,�inter�and�intra�city�bus�parks�and�other�utilities�that�set�

the�park�apart�from�any�of�its�kind�anywhere�in�Nigeria�nay�

Africa.

To� reinvigorate� the�Transport� Sector,�Akinwunmi�Ambode�

during�his�Campaign�promised�to�integrate�the�system�into�one�

fluid�motion�of�efficient�service�mechanism�and�the�template�

has� been� effectively� laid� with� the� construction� and�

reconstruction� of� several� transport� infrastructures� including�

bus�stops,�jetties�and�the�entire�BRT�Corridor.�Following�the�

renovation� of� the� BRT� Corridor� on� Ikorodu� Road� and� the�

the�Akinwunmi�Administration�
established�the�first�

Forensic�Laboratory�in�Nigeria
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Government� in� Partnership� with� Primero� Nigeria� Limited�

infused�430�New�Buses�for�a�more�efficient�service�oriented�

Rapid�Bus�Transport�System.

In�the�same�vein�and�to�decongest�the�traffic�gridlocks�across�

Lagos�State,�he�expanded� the�Murtala�Muhammed�Airport�

Road� to� 10� Lanes� and� several� bridges� including� at� Abule�

Egba,�Pen�Cinema�and�others.�Whether�Ambode's�transport�

integration� would� have� opened� another� vista� in� Public�

Transportation�in�Nigeria�will�be�left�to�conjectures.�That�will�

be�a�question�for�the�incoming�administration�to�answer.

Sometimes�last�year,�a�Youth�Leader�from�one�of�the�Eastern�

States�visited�Lagos�and�there�was�a�fire�incidence�at�Ogudu�

area�of� the�city.�Within� the� twinkling�of�an�eye,� the�Lagos�

State�Fire�Service,�followed�closely�by�two�LASEMA�Fire�

Engines,�two�Ambulances,�a�Federal�Fire�Service�Engine�and�

two�Rapid�Response�Squad�Cars�had�appeared�on�the�scene.�

Without�a�second�thought,�the�Youth�Leader�retorted,�“Is�this�

Nigeria�or�the�United�States?”

If� for� anything,� the� Lagos� State� Emergency� Authority�

(LASEMA)�is�one�Agency�that�will�forever�marvel�Lagosians�

with� the�array�of�equipments� that�was�procured� to�manage�

emergencies� in� Lagos� State� and� indeed,� the� Agency� has�

managed� quite� a� number� of� emergencies� effectively,�

including�a�Fuel�truck�that�almost�fell�of�the�Dorman�Long�

Bridge�over�the�ever�busy�Jibowu�Bus�Stop.

From�the�records�of�his�performance�in�Office,�a�second�term�

for� the�Governor�was�perceived�as�forgone�conclusion�and�

many�stakeholders�in�the�State�had�begun�to�queue�up�for�the�

endorsement�parade.�But�Lagos�viz.�Nigeria�was�in�for�a�big�

shock.�

The�political� landscape�of�Lagos� is�made� treacherous�by�a�

number�of�factors�that�may�be�shrouded�in�mystery�to�those�far�

from�the�centre�of�activities�within�the�political�structures,�but�

what�is�clear�is�that�the�political�architect�is�well�acquainted�

with� the� nooks� and� crannies� of� the� political� architecture.� �

Many�a�number�of�residents�of�Lagos�had�expressed�surprise�

when�Mr.�Babajide�Sanwoolu�picked� the�Forms� to�contest�

against�the�incumbent�and�the�rumour�making�the�rounds�then�

was�that�the�scenario�was�just�a�game�to�create�a�semblance�of�

democratic�ethos�within�the�ruling�Party.�

As�the�intensity�of�Mr.�Sanwoolu's�campaign�grew�with�the�

days,�it�dawned�on�the�people�that�indeed�there�was�something�

more�serious� in� the�offing.�Akinwunmi�Ambode�fought� the�

battle� of� his� life,� but� in� the� end� through� a� combination� of�

factors,� including� subterfuge� and� personalities,� he� lost� the�

ticket�to�Mr.�Sanwoolu�in�what�nearly�became�a�war�of�attrition�

between�the�two�contenders.

To�the�surprise�of�all�and�sundry,�despite�the�hullabaloo�that�

had� characterized� the�Lagos� StateAll� Progressive�Congress�

Primaries,�less�than�72�hours�after�the�primaries,�the�incumbent�

Governor� called� to� congratulate� Mr.� Babajide� Sanwoolu,�

promising�to�work�with�him�and�the�Party�to�ensure�victory�for�

the�Party�at�the�Gubernatorial�Elections.�This�was�a�first�of�its�

kind� in� the� political� history� of� Nigeria� and� it� received� the�

commendation�and�applause�of�Nigerians�at�home�and�in�the�

Diaspora.�

In�a�swift�acknowledgment�of�Mr.�Ambode's�commendable�

behaviour,� he� was� appointed� as� a� member� of� the� Party's�

reconciliation�Committee�and�his�image�soured�very�high.�He�

became� the� poster-boy� of� the� All� Progressive� Congress�

Reconciliation�movement�and�he�lived�up�to�his�promise�as�Mr.�

Babajide�Sanwoolu�was�delivered�at�the�2019�Elections,�which�

soared�the�image�of�Akinwunmi�Ambode�higher.

In� the�words� of�Olayemi�Bello,� a� civil� Servant,� “We�must�

always� commend� good� behaviours� and� condemn�

unwholesome�characters�when�we�see�it.�Governor�Ambode�

definitely� deserves� commendation� for� his� exemplary�

sportsmanship� and� I� totally� subscribe� to� his� getting� higher�

responsibilities�to�encourage�the�younger�generation�to�adopt�

good�virtues�both�in�and�out�of�public�service.

Whether Ambode's transport 
integration would have 
opened another vista in 

Public Transportation in 
Nigeria will be left to conjectures
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The�world� and� indeed� the�nature�of�man� is� that�
created�in�opposite,�the�land�and�the�sky,�man�and�
woman,�day�and�night,�sun�and�the�moon�and�all�

other� forms�of�existence�you�can�
think�of,�this�gives�no�exemption�
to� human� behaviour,� we� are�
created�to�be�either�good�or�bad.

The�story�of�Cain�and�Abel�in�the�
book�of�genesis�speaks�volume�of�
the�nature�of�man� -� the� jealousy,�
the�treachery,�the�threat�and�indeed�
the� inhumane� nature� of� man� to�
man,�wherein�children�from�the�same�womb�eliminated�
one�another�for�worldly�gains.

Also,�the�Holy�Quran�narrated�several�stories�in�relation�
to�human�insincerity�and�inconsideration.�It�specifically�
in�Suratul�Khaf� (chapter� 18),� stated� that� our� existence�
together� and� our� acquired� property� are� a� source� of�
problem�for�us� in� this�world.� It� further�said� in�another�
chapter� that�“we�have�made�some�of�you�as�a� trial� for�
others.”

This,�the�bible�nor�the�Quran�narrated�to�us�for�fun,�but�to�
understand� the� nature� of� man,� to� intimate� us� in�
expectation� that� we� will� prepare� in� the� best� possible�

acceptable� manners.� Therefore,� criminality� is� to� man,�
what�life�is�to�us.�While�the�world�continues�to�exist�and�
the� human� race� continues� to� grow� in� number,� then�we�

should� expect� growth� in� the�
tendencies�of� criminalities� in�
our�societies.

Relatively,� criminality� is� a�
function�of�growth,� the� early�
days�of�man�witnessed�little�or�
no� significant� level� of�
criminalities� but� with� the�
continued� existence� of� man�

comes�with�a�corresponding�increase�in�the�level�of�crimes�
and� vices.� Crimes� such� as� human� trafficking,� theft,�
killings,� kidnapping,� terrorism� became� everyday�
occurrence,�from�the�south�to�the�east�and�the�centre�of�the�
today's�world.

In�peculiarity�to�the�world�itself,�the�Nigeria�population�
growth� also� comes� with� significant� amount� of�
criminalities�cum�insecurity.�The�nefarious�activities�of�
religious� fanatics/insurgents� from� the� North,�
thugs/hoodlums� from� the�South-West� and� the�militants�
from� the� South-South� and� south/east� continue� to� pose�
threat�to�the�survival�of�the�country,�affecting�lives�and�
businesses.

If�security�of�lives�and�property�is�the�primary�function�of�
government�as�expressly�pronounced�in�the�constitution,�
then� it� is� safe� to� say� that� successive� governments�
including�the�present�have�failed�Nigerians�in�this�regard.

If�security�of�lives�and�property�is�the�
primary�function�of�government�as�

expressly�pronounced�in�the�constitution,�
then�it�is�safe�to�say�that�successive�governments�

including�the�present�have�failed�
Nigerians�in�this�regard

ABATING CRIMINALITY IN NIGERIA 
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY By: TAJUDEEN HABEEB
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Since�the�return�to�democratic�rule�in�1999,�the�spate�of�
insecurity�–�killings,�kidnappings,�vandalism,�thuggery,�
etc� -� across� the� country� has� been� on� the� high.� Yet,�
successive� Nigerian� governments� have� failed� to� take�
decisive�measure� to� curb� the� level�of� insecurity� in� the�
country,�leaving�the�people�to�suffer.

The� security� challenges� facing� the� country� assumed�
another� level� in� 2009�with� the� coming� of� the� dreaded�
Boko� Haram� sect,� which� was� hitherto� led� by� the� late�
Mohammed� Yusuf� in� Borno� State.� Since� the� birth� of�
Boko�Haram� insurgency,� about� 3�million� people� have�
been�displaced�and�more�than�100,000�killed,�according�
to� figures� from� the�UNDP� (2018).� Likewise,� property�
worth�billions�of�naira�have�been�destroyed�while�many�
businesses� have� been� affected� in� the� region.� This� has�
partly� contributed� to� the�
growing�rise�of�poverty�and�
hunger� in� the�North�Eastern�
part�of�Nigeria.

Another� form� of� insecurity�
Nigeria� has� been� battling�
with�is�the�herdsmen/farmers�
chases,� which� has� been� in�
existence� for� long� in� Sub-
saharan�Africa.�This�history�
of�these�clashes�is�as�long�as�
the� existence� of� the� region.�
The�herdsmen/farmers�crisis�
took�a�new�turn�in�Nigeria�in�
the�early�70s�and�till�today,�we�are�still�battling�with�its�
resultant� effects.� Between� 2010� and� 2018,� more� than�
50,000� lives�have�been� lost� to� this�menace� in�Plateau,�
Benue,�Kogi,�Taraba�and�some�other�parts�of�the�country.

Our�insecurity�level�got�to�another�height�with�the�recent�
rise� in�banditry�and�kidnaping� in�different�parts�of� the�
country,� particularly�Zamfara� and�Kaduna� states.� This�
speaks�volume�of�the�negligence�of�the�government�in�its�
primary�responsibility�of�protecting�lives�and�property.

The�argument� is�some�quarters�whenever� the� issues�of�
insecurity�is�raised,�has�always�been�that�there�is�a�need�
for� government� to� recruit� more� hands� in� our� security�
agencies�so�that�we�can�meet�the�recommended�ratio�of�
security�men�to�population,�but�a�quick�research�would�
show�that�this�is�not�the�exact�solution�to�our�problem.

Developed� countries� like� America,� China,� United�
Kingdom,�Canada�and�all�other�countries�in�the�world�with�
adequate� security� presence� do� not� also� meet� this�
recommendation,� yet� they� have� better� security� even�
though�they�witness�occasional�breach�of�security�in�their�
countries.� �The�success�of�this�lies�not�in�the�number�of�
their�security�personnel�but�the�combination�of�human�and�
human�made�security�means�(technology).

Over�the�years,�countries�with�serious�interest�in�securing�
the�lives�of�their�citizens�have�since�embraced�technology�
in�providing�adequate�security�for�their�people.�The�effect�
we�have� seen� in� the�drastic� drop� in� rate� of� crimes� and�
criminalities�in�these�places.

The�deployment�of�technology�in�the�provision�of�security�
has�not�only�led�to�reduction�in�
crime� rate� but� has� equally�
f a c i l i t a t e d � p r o m p t �
dispensation� of� justice� to�
perpetrators� of� criminalities.�
The� recent� mosque� shooting�
attack�in�New�Zealand�further�
underscores�the�importance�of�
technology� in� provision� of�
security.��

At�the�height�of�bank�robbery�
in�Nigeria� in� the� early� 2000,�
the�banking�sector�adopted�the�
deployment� of� technological�

security�doors� in� their�banking�hall,� that�which�screens�
people�before�gaining�entrance�into�the�banking�hall.�This�
no� doubt� led� to� decrease� in� robbery� incidence� in� the�
country.

The� popular� South� African� company� in� Nigeria�
“Shoprite”� has� also� affirmed� the� role� of� technology� in�
ensuring�security�through�its�deployment�of�Close�Circuit�
Televisions�(CCTVs)�in�its�stores�in�different�parts�of�the�
country.�No�doubt,�the�presence�of�CCTV�creates�fear�in�
the�minds�of�potential�thieves�and�criminals.

countries�with�serious�
interest�in�securing�

the�lives�of�their�citizens�have�
since�embraced�technology�in�
providing�adequate�security�

for�their�people
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The� deployment� of�CCTVs� in� corporate� organizations�
has�proven�to�be�a�worthy�deal�in�the�demand�for�security.�
It�has�not�only�helped�in�reducing�security�breaches�but�
has� also� helped� in� intelligence� gathering� and� the� pro-
activeness�in�combating�occasional�security�challenges.

Noticing�the�rise�in�mobile�phone�theft,�the�Nigeria�Police�
Force� (NPF)� deployed� the� technological� means� of�
tracking� stolen� mobile� phones� using� the� device,�
'International� Mobile� Equipment� Identity� (IMEI)'�
number.�This�has� further�proved� the� superiority�of� the�
technological�security�to�conventional�means.�Now,�the�
trend�of�mobile�theft�has�reduced�as�a�result�of�fear�of�been�
caught�by�the�police.

What� am� I� saying?� I� am� saying� in� today's� world,� the�
security�and�technology�are�intertwined.�The�success�of�a�
country's� security� strategy� relies� largely� on� her�
technological�strength.

To�win�the�war�against�insurgency�and�terrorism,�we�must�
have� information� superiority;� the� capability� to� collect,�
process,� and� disseminate� an� uninterrupted� flow� of�
information�while�denying�the�insurgents�the�ability�to�do�
the�same�which�entails�the�deployment�of�signal�control�
and� management� system,� command-and-control�
systems,� and� accurate� reconnaissance,� surveillance,�
intelligence,� target� tracking,� and� target� acquisition�
systems�that�will�change�the�nature�of�military�operations�
and�tactics.�We�must�deploy�electronic�intrusion�system�
into� the� information� and� control� network� of� our�
adversaries� (insurgents)� to� confuse� or� deceive� their�
decision� makers,� in� a� bid� to� improve� the� gathering,�
processing,�storing,�and�dissemination�of�information�in�
near-real�time.

All�these�can�only�be�done�with�the�adoption�of�relevant�
sophisticated�technologies�and�improve�on�them.�Hence,�
the�call�for�the�deployment�of�technology�as�a�means�of�
combating�criminality�in�Nigeria.

Between�2014�and�2018�fiscal�year,�Nigeria�has�expended�
close�to�six�trillion�naira�on�security�which�includes�the�
purchase�of�weapons�and�equipment�with�no�significant�
investment� in� technology�while� the�world� is�moving� in�
technological�direction.

Expending�half�of�this�huge�fund�into�the�deployment�of�
CCTV� in� major� cities� and� crowded� places,� creating� a�
national� emergency�call� centres� for�up� to�date� citizens'�
information,�a�central�information�filtering�centre�for�real�
time�interception�of�dangerous/terrorists'�information,�and�
investment� in� satellite� communication� for� 24hrs�
surveillance�would� have� greatly� improved� our� security�
service� and� saved� us� the� unnecessary� loss� of� lives�
including� security� personnel� and� innocent� citizens.�We�
would�have�by�now�won�the�war�against�insurgency.

This,�I�believe�would�have�been�and�should�have�been�the�
direction�of�every�government� serious�about�protecting�
the� lives�of� her� citizen� and� indeed� improving� their� life�
span,�which�is�subjected�to�drastic�declination�as�a�result�
of�living�in�fear.����

Technology� adoption� would� create� unprecedented�
advantages� defensively� and� offensively� for� a� country�
plagued�with� series� of� security� threats.� The� reason� the�
country�looks�away�from�this�fact�needs�be�questioned�and�
be�investigated.�Are�we�saying�we�know�not�what�is�right�
or�we�deliberately�look�away�as�a�result�of�what�we�profit�
for�these�unfortunate�incidences?

If�we�are�serious�about�the�fight�against�insurgency�and�
other� forms� of� insecurity,� then� it� is� time�we� embraced�
technology�to�improve�our�security�architecture.�This�is�
the�way�to�go.

To�win�the�war�against�
insurgency�and�terrorism,�

we�must�have�
information�superiority
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A
ll� roads� led� to� the� CBN� Training� Institute�

Maitama�Abuja,�where�movers�and�shakers�in�

the� cyber� security� industry� in� Nigeria� and�

around�the�world�gathered�at�the�2019�edition�of�the�Cyber�

Security� Experts� Association� of� Nigeria� Annual�

Conference� to� discuss:� IMPLEMENTING� CYBER�

SECURITY� AND� DATA�

PRIVACY� PRACTICES�

IN�NIGERIA'.�It�was�a�day�

o f � b r a i n s t o rm i ng � a nd �

discussions.

The�tone�of�the�event�was�set�

b y � M r . � R em i � AFON , �

President,� Cyber� Security�

Experts� Association� of�

Nigeria� (CSEAN).� In� his�

welcome�address�Mr.�Remi�enumerated� the�Information�

security�challenges�in�Nigeria�and�globally,�enjoining�all�

stakeholders�to�works�in�a�synergy�to�combat�cyber�crime�

and�enhance�Data�privacy�in�Nigeria.�For�effective�security�

of�Nigeria’s�cyber�space�the�CSEAN�President,�called�on�

the�federal�government�to�establish�a�CYBER�SECURITY�

AGENCY� � outside� the� OFFICE� OF� NATIONAL�

SECURITY�ADVISER�(ONSA)�which�currently�oversee�

cyber�matters.�

Secretary�of�Senate�committee�on�ICT/�CYBERCRIME�

Mr.Ayon� Ogon� in� his� remarks� said� findings� of� the�

Committee�shows�that�Nigeria�is�highly�vulnerable�.�He�

said�“Nigeria�is�in�a�big�cyber�crisis.�You�will�be�sorry�for�

this�country�if�you�know�the�magnitude”.�He�also�blamed�

the�media� for� not� giving� the� required� attention� to� cyber�

crime�in�the�country.�Mr.�Ayon�Ogon�highlighted�efforts�of�

senate� to� tackle� the� worrisome� rate� and� dimension� of�

cybercrime�in�the� �country,�while�he�also�called�on�stake�

holders� to� collaborate� through� capacity� development� to�

fight�the�monster�called�cyber�

crime�to�keep�Nigeria’s�cyber�

space�safe.

He�further�stated�the�concerns�

of� Nigerians� in� the� previous�

conferences� where� three�

major�issues�were�raised�that�

is:� Inadequate� funding,�

Lack�of�awareness�and�lack�

of�law.

He� said� “Budgeting� is� a� major� challenge� facing� cyber�

security�and�to�achieve�the�needed,�goals,�adequate�funding�

is�needed.”�He�reaffirmed�the�commitment�of� the�Senate�

committee�to�have�a�change�of�the�budgeting�approach.

Mr�Ayon�Ogon�also�said�there�is�a�need�for�all�stakeholders�

to�take�the�awareness�campaign�on�fighting�cyber�crime�to�

the�grassroots.

Honourable�Minister�of�Communication�who�represented�

the�Vice�President,�Prof.�Yemi�Osibanjo�at�the�event�in�his�

keynote� address,� the� highlighted� the� importance� of� the�

CYBER SECURE
NIGERIA 

2019 CONFERENCE  
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subject�matter.�The�Honourable�Minister�appreciated�the�

presence�of�the�Nigeria�Navy�and�urged�others�securities�

agencies�to�join�in�the�fight�against�Cyber�Crime�for�the�

safety�of�Nigeria.�

The�Minister� praised� the� association� for� organizing� the�

conference� as� its� contribution� towards� enhancing� the�

security� of� the� country,� especially� cyber� crime� where�

everybody�is�victims.

Mr.�Adebayo�Shittu�agreed�with�the�representative�of�the�

Senates� Committee� on� the� creation� of� a� cyber� security�

Agency� to� be� carved� out� of� the� office� of� the� National�

Security� Adviser� for� efficiency,� while� he� equally�

commended�the�organizers�for�the�theme:�“Implementing�

Cyber�Security�And�Data�Privacy�Practices�In�Nigeria”�in�

the� face� of� increased� sophisticated� and� severer� Cyber�

Attacks�in�year�2018.

He� encouraged� the� Africans� to� emulate� the� European�

Union�on�Data�Protection�landscape�presently�undergoing�

comprehensive�reforms���with�the�introduction�of�General�

Data�Protection�Regulations�which�have�come�into�force�in�

all�the�Member�States�since�2018.�He�also�pointed�out�that�

in� Nigeria,� privacy� is� a� Fundamental� Human� Right�

guaranteed�by�the�1999�Constitution�as�amended�while�a�

comprehensive� data� protection� legislation� is� yet� to� be�

enacted.�He�thus� �called�on�the�Parliament�to�take�a�cue�

from�other�countries�that�have�already�regulations�on�data�

processing�and�controls.�

Representative� of� National� IT� Development� Agency�

(NITDA)�Mr.�Femi�Daniel�in�his�address�said,�“as�a�nation,�

everyday�with�or�without�Data�Regulations�we�are�exposing�

our�business�to�non-competitiveness,�increasing�economic�

hardship�on�people.�On�this�basis,�issue�of��data�processing�

is�beyond�law,�it�is�a�national�emergency.”

Mr.�Ade�Shoyinka,�a�UK�based�senior�network�Security�

consultant� in� his� presentation� highlighted� the� impact� of�

cyber� crime� on� the� society,� while� enumerating� the�

consequences�of�fake�news,�cyber�propangada,�all�of�which�

he�said�poses�greater�threats�to�any�society�if�not�properly�

handled.

Mr.� Shoyinka� concluded� that� to� curb� cyber� crime,� the�

general� public� needs� to� be� aware� of� the� dangers� and�

stakeholders�in�cyber�security�needs�to�raise�the�stake�in�the�

fight�against�cyber�crime�just�as�he�urged�the�government�to�

key�into�and�lead�the�way�in�the� �cyber�security�awareness� �

campaign�.�
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ELIXIR
@ 67

happy birthday my beloved

My�husband,�my�best�friend�and�my�real�confidant,�

today�I�join�millions�of�Nigerians�to�celebrate�with�you

�on�a�remarkable�day�like�this.

I�pray�God�continue�to�grant�you�longer�life�in�the�best�of�health,�

wisdom�to�continue�to�lead�us�forward�and�the�Grace�to�remain�steadfast.

Just�like�Noah�built�the�Ark,�you�have�built�a�home�with�

solid�foundation�and�it�will�never�fall.

thank�God�for�your�life.�
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